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EXPLANATQRY  MEMORANDUM 
Introduction 
This  proposal  for  a  regulation  translates  Into  legislative form,  namely 
a  three-year  GSP  scheme,  the  principles  set  out  in  the  Commlssion's· 
communication of  1  June  on  the role of  the  GSP  in  the  decade  1995-2004. 
In  that  commu.nicat ton·  the  COmmission  not_ed  that  the  GSP ·s  role  as  a 
tool  of  development  needed  reinforcement,  though  it  has  traditionally 
been  a  commercial  pol icy  ins-trument  under  Article 113.  · 
The  Commission  also pointed out  that  since  there  was  legal  uncertainty 
about  the  compatibility of  present  and  future  GSP  provisions with  the 
GATT  enabling clause  there was  a  need  for  Informal  soundings within  the 
OECD,  Unctad  and  the  GATT  wl~h a  view  to examining  the  compatibility of 
the  enabling  clause  and  the  principl_es  governing  the  Unctad  GSP  system 
with  the  real-ities of  world  development  and  trade.  The  Commission  can 
conf lrm  that  such. soundings  have  begun  and  proposes  to  continue  them-
throughout  the  process of  adoption of  the  new  scheme. 
In  view  of  the  time  needed  to  _implement  the  tariffication  in  the 
agr I cui tural,  fisheries  and  processed  agricultural  produc.ts  sectors 
resu'rttng  from  the  Uruguay  Round,  the  comriltssion  Is  proposing  a  one-
year  extension  of  the  existing regulations  for  agricultural,  fisheries 
and  processed  agricultural  products  subject  to  a  number  of  specific 
Improvements.  All  these  products  wi"l I  be  the  subject· in. the  course  of 
199.5  of  an  additional  proposal  for  a  scheme  in  I irie  with  the  new  ten-
year  guidelines which  wil I  apply  in  1996  and  1997.· 
Where  industrial  products  are  concerned,  the  proposal  mirrors  the 
guidelines  the  Commission  suggested  in  its  communication,  the  main 
points of  Which  are out I ined  below: 
Furthermore,  as  regards  petroleum products,  the Commission  reserves  the 
right  to  propose  tariff  suspension  measures  pursuant  to  Article 28  of 
the  Treaty  where  such  measures  are  necessitated  by  the  Conununity's 
supply requirements. 
1. Principle of neutrality 
The  new  ten-year  scheme  assumes  that  the  level  of  liberalization 
wl I I  be  neutral overall  compared  with  the existing scheme  as  regards 
the  Impact  of  the  preferential  margin  on  the  potential  volume  of 
preferential  trade. -2.-
In  other  words,  it will  not  offer  additional  liberal.ization  over  and 
above  that  achieved  under  the  uruguay  Round  combined  with  the 
·existing GSP,  but  nor  will  it  attempt  to  claw  back  the  Uruguay  Round 
element. 
The  offer  tops  up  this  neutral  base  with  special  incentive 
arrangements  providing  supplementary  preferences  consistent  with  the 
Community's  development  alms.  Thus,  incentive arrangements  constitute 
an  additional offer  in  relation to the  initial  overal I  neutrality. 
Surveillance  will  be  used  to  ensure  that  these  neutrality  criteria 
are observed. 
2.  Simplification Ctariff!cat!on) 
Volume  restrictions  in  the  form  of  fixed  amounts,  tariff  quotas  or 
tariff  ceilings  are  replaced  by  tariff  modulation  reflecting  the 
sensitivity of different sectors  (products or  groups  of  products),  as 
established  in the  ·1  ight  of  the  f ina I  outcome  of  the Uruguay  Round  in 
particular. 
To  thIs  end  three  1 i sts  of  p.roducts  and  ·product . groups  have  been 
drawn  up: 
sensitiVe products  to which  a  preferential  duty  of  80%  of  the  MFN 
duty  Is a~plled; 
semi-sensitive products  to which  a  preferential  duty .of  40%  of  the 
MFN  duty  Is  appl led; 
non-sensitive  products  that  are  fully  exempt  from  duty. 
3. StabilitY 
The  proposed  scheme  wi 1  1 run  for  three  years. 
4.  TransParency 
There  will  be  a  special  product/country  safeguard  clause.  It  is 
based  on  the  test  of  serious  damage  or  threat  of  serious  damage.  A 
new  committee  wi  11  be  set  up  to help  administer  it. 
5.  QSP  graduation 
Graduation  Involves  transferring  preferential  margins  from  the 
better-off developing countries  to  the  less developed  ones. -)-
.As  announced  In  the  communication  of  1 June,  the Commission  proposes 
to  Introduce  sector/country  graduation  on  the  basis  of  relatIve 
special lzatlon,  coupled with  a  development  weighting. 
The  development  weighting  of  beneficiary countries  Is  determined 
by  a  development  Index  combining  a  country's  per  capita  Income 
and  the  level  of  Its  exports  as  compared  with  those  of  the 
Community. 
Relative  specialization  Is  determined  by  a  specialization  Index 
based  on  the  ratio  of  a  beneficiary  country'.s  share  of  total 
Community  Imports  In  general  to  Its  share  of  total  community 
Imports  In  a  given  sector.  The  larger  the  sectoral  proport ton 
compared  with  the  general  proportion;  the  greater  the 
specialization. 
By  combining  both  criteria  it  Is  possible  to  adJust  the  cr·ude 
results  of  the  specialization  Index  In  terms  of  the  sectors  to  be 
excluded  In  line with  the  level  of  development. 
6.  SQIIdarltY mechanism 
The  sector/country graduation  system  Is  therefore  supplemented  by  a 
"soli  dar lty mechanism"  applicable  in  except lonal  circumstances.  when 
beneficiary  countries  whose  exports  of  produCts  covered  by  the  GSP 
In  a  given  sector  exceed  25X  of  all  beneficiaries'  exports of  those 
products  In  that  sector  will  be  excluded  from  GSP  entitlement  for 
that  sector  Irrespective of their  level  of  development. 
7. 'Phasing  In  the graduation and  solidarity provisions 
The  new  provisions  will  be  phased  in  gradually  to  allow  traders  in 
the  countries  concerned  and  in  the  Community  time  to  adjust  to  the 
new  GSP  offer  and  thus  keep  within  the  framework  of  overal I 
neutrality.  This  means  that,  where  the  countries  ·have  a  per-capita 
GNP  of  more  than  USD  6  000,  the  sectors/countries  concerned  wl  II  be 
offered  100%  of  their  normal  preferential  margin  in  the  first  year, 
50%  In  the  second  year,  and  no  margin  in  the  third.  Countries  with 
a  per-capita  GNP  of  less  than  USD  6  000  wi  II  be  offered  100%  of 
their  margin  In  the  first  two  years  and  50%  In  the  third  year;  the 
margin  wl I I  be  discontinued as  from  1 January  1998. 
The  solidarity  mechanism  will  not  be  applied  in  1995  but  wilt  be 
applied  In  full  In  1996. 
At  any  rate,  apptlcat ion  of  the  abovement toned  me.chanlsms  may  not 
result  ·In  granting  to  the  countries  concerned  a  level  of 
preferential  access  which  Is  more  favourable  than  that  applied  In 
1993.  In  1996  preferences  will  be  l.lmlted  to  half  the  margin 
applied .In  1995  for  the countries  listed  In  Annex  VII. - ~-
8.  SUsPension of  the QSP 
The  behaviour  of  beneficiary countries  may  sometimes  provide  grounds 
for  the  withdrawal  (total  or  partial}  of  preferences  on  a  scale 
commensurate  with  the  seriousness  of  the  problem.  The  following 
cases would  lead  to suspension: 
fraud or  fa I Jure  to provtde administrative cooperation; 
- unfair  trading  practices,  Including  discrimination  against  th~ 
Community; 
practIce of  any  form  of  forced  1  abour·; 
·- export of goods  made  by  prison .labour; 
Inadequate  controls  on  the  export  or  transit  of  drugs  (Illicit 
substances or  precursors)  or  on  money  laundering; 
fa! lure  to  comply  wl th  obllgat ions  entered ·into  in  the  Uruguay 
Round  to meet  agreed market-access objectives. 
Withdrawal  would  not  be  automatic but  would  follow ·"hearings", 
9.  SOeclal  Incentives 
The  ·Commission  Is  proposing  that  the  general  GSP  regime  6e 
supplemented  by  special  Incentive  arrangements  in  response  to  soci.al 
and  environment  concerns. 
So  that  beneficiaries  can  gradually  gear  their  own  development 
policies  to  the  requirements of  social  progress and  protection of  the 
environment  and  thus  ready  themselves  to  derive  the  full  benefit  of 
the  incentives,  the  arrangements  wil 1 not  come  into  force  until  the 
new  scheme  has  been  operating  for  two  years,  unless  consensus  is 
reached  In  the  framework  of  the  Informal  consultations  referred  to 
earlier  to bring  fotward  their  application. 
The  special  Incentives  will  take  the  form  of  an  additional  20% 
margin  (30%  for  cumulation  of  the  two  clauses)  offered  to  at 1 
countries  submitting  a  reasoned  request  and  affirming  that  they 
observe certain  internationally recognized standards. 
The  Incentive  arrangements  will  operate  entirely  on  the  basis  of ·a 
product-certification system.  Preferences will  not  be  granted unless 
the  products  are  certified  by  the  exporting  country  to  have  been 
manufactured  In  accordance  with  production methods  and  In  conditions 
conforming  to  certain  Internationally  recognized  standards  or· 
criteria.  The  veracity of -t;-
·the  certificates  would  be  checked  by  means  of  administrative 
cooperation  with  the  exporting  countries  on  the  lines  of  that  for 
controls on  origin. 
A.  The  social  clause 
This  refers  to  internationally  recognized  labour  standards,  i.e.  ILO 
conventions. 
The  additional  incentives  avai !able  under  the  social  clause  wi  II  be 
made  conditional  on  genuine  Implementation  of  the  principles 
enshrined  In  these  conventions. 
The  IncentIve  soc i a I  c 1  ause  w  I II  be  used  not  on 1  y  to  promote  the 
r lght  to organize  and  the  right  to collective bargaining  but  also  to 
·counter  child  labour  as  a  practice  directly  linked  to 
under-development. 
B.  The  environment  clause 
This ·Incentive clause will  be  used  to  promote  products or  production 
methods  Internationally  approved  as  consistent  with  the  objectives 
set  out  In  International  conventions on  the  environment  (e.g.  on  the 
ozone  layer,  climate and  biodiversity)  and  In  Agenda  21. 
The  environment  clause  will  Initially  be  confined  to  tropical  wood 
products,  one  sector  In  which  International  criteria  have  already 
been  developed,  and  will  refer  to  the criteria  laid  down  by  the  ITTO 
for  sustainable forest  management. 
C.  Intellectual  property 
The  Commission  wi I I  propose  the  insertion of  an  intellectual  property 
clause  in  the scheme  which  wi II  ente'r  into  force  on  1  January  1998. 
10.~ 
The  Commission  proposes  that  the  special  arrangements  aimed  at  the 
fight  against  drugs  should  be  continued  for  the  Andean  countries.and 
extended  to  Venezuela,  provided  the  countries  concerned  continue  for 
their part  to combat  drugs  and  results are achieved.  Progress should 
be  monitored  by  evaluation  and  dialogue,  via  a  suitable procedure  to 
be  established between  the countries concerned  and  the  Commission. 
As  for  agr I  cuI tura I,  fIsher les  and  processed  agr I  cuI tura I  products  •. · 
for  the Andean  and  Central  American ,countries  the Commission ·proposes 
prolongation  of  the  existing  regulations  for  one  year,· pending  the 
start  of  the  new  agricultural  scheme,  and  their  extension  to 
Venezuela  except  In  respect  of  fisheries  products. - b-
11.  List of beneficiaries 
As  explained  In  Its communication,  the Commission  Is  not  proposing  to 
make  any  changes  to  the  'list  of  current  beneficiaries  for  at  least 
three  years,  Including,  as  an  Interim  arrangement,. the  countries. of 
. the  former  USSR  unt II  any  free._trade  agreemen~  wl th  them  comes  Into 
force;  and  provided  they  undertake·  to  ppen ·their  markets  to 
developing-country exports. 
South  Africa  Is  Included  In  the  list on  the  same  conditions  as  other 
beneficiaries. 
CONCLUSIC?NS 
The  COmmission  propqses  that  the  council  adopt  this  proposal  by 
15  October  so that  the new  scheme  may  be  published early enough  to a I low 
traders·· and  off 1  cIa  1  s  to  acQua lnt  themselves·  w  1  tti  the  arrangements 
before  the scheme's entry  Into force on  1  January  1995. - 11 .-· 
94/ 0209(ACC)  . 
PROPOSAL  FOR  A .COUNC.IL  (EC)  REGULATION  No 
APPLYING  A THREE-YEAR  SCHEME  OF  GENERALIZED 
TARIFF  PREFERENCES  (1995-97)  IN  RESPECT  OF 
CERTAIN  INDUSTRIAL  PRODUCTS  ORIGINATING  IN 
DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES· 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Community,  and  in 
particular Article 113, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the COmmission, 
Having  regard  to  the opinion of  the  European  Parliament,1 
.Having  regard  to the opinion of  the Economic  .and  Social  COmmlttee,2· 
Whereas,  In  accordance  with  Its offer made  ~lthln the context  of  the United 
.Nations  Conference  on  Trade  and  Development'  (UNClAD),  the  European 
Community  opened  generalized  tariff  preference's  commencing  in  1971  in 
respect,  Inter alta, of  finished  and  semi-finished  Industrial  products  from 
developing countries;  whereas  the  initial  ten-year  period of  appl·teation of 
such  preferences  ended  on  31  December  1980  and  a  second  ten-year . period· 
ended  ·on  31  December  1990,  though  the  scheme  has  been  kept  ln.  being 
unchanged  until  now; 
Whereas  the positive role played  by  this system  In  Improving  access  for  the 
developing  countries  to  the  markets· of  preference-giving  countr les  is 
accepted  and  justifies  its  continued  existence  for  a  time,  in  step  with 
other  important  measures  Including  the  multi lateral  1 iberallzation  of 
trade; 
Whereas  In  Communications  to  the Councl 1  dated  6  July  1990  and  1  July  1994 
the Commission  set out  its recommendations  for  a  further  ten-year  period of 
appl !cation of  its scheme  of  general I zed  preferences; 
Whereas  preferential  Imports  have  grown  substantially  since  the previous 
decade  but  the  distribution of  gains··is still  uneven  despite' the'adoption 
of  a  policy of  differentiation  In  the  1980s; 
Whereas  the  Treaty  on  European  Union  has  len~  a  fresh  impetus  to Community 
development  policy  as  an  aspect  of  the  Unl·on's  foreign  pol icy,  with 
priority  given  to  the  sustainable  economic  and  social  development  of  the 
developing  countries  and  their  smooth  and  gradual  Integration  Into  the 
world  economy;  · 
Whereas  the  Community  scheme  of  generalized preferences  should  accordingly 
become  more  development-oriented,  focusing on  the countries which  have  most 
need  of  It.  I . e.  the  poorest  countrIes,  and  servIng  a  broad-based  concept 
of  development  which  Incorporates  social  progress  and·  environmental 
concerns  and  has  a  basis  In  coherent  economic  strategy;  whereas  the  scheme 
1  OJ  No  L. • •  of  · • · · · · · • •  P • • • 
2  OJ  No  L  ..•  of . · · · · · · •  P · · · ·-2_-
should  be  complementary  to  GATT  instruments  and  should  foster  the 
integration  of  developing  countries  Into  the  world  economy  and  the 
multilateral  trading  system;  whereas  the  giving  of  preferences  should 
therefore  be  seen  as  a  transitional  measure,  to be  used  •t need  and·  phased 
out  when  the need  is considered no  longer  to exist; 
Whereas  the  new  offer  aims  at  a  level  of  I iberallzatlon  which  Is  neutral 
overall  compared  with  the  existing  scheme  as  regards  the  impact  of  the 
preferential  margin  on  the  potential  volume  of  preferential  trade;  whereas 
special  incentive  arrangements  wi  11  constitute an  element  additional  to  the 
basic offer; 
Whereas  the new  offer  must  also  take  account  of  certain sectors or  products 
which  are  sensitive  for  Community  industry;  whereas  sensitive  sectors 
should  be  protected  against  import  surges  solely  by  a·  dual  mechanism 
Involving  a  modulation  of  preferential  tariff  margins  coupled  with  an 
emergency  safeguard  clause;  whereas  this system  will  replace  the machinery 
of  fixed  duty-free amounts  and  ceilings; 
Whereas  in order  to  improve  access  to  the Community  market  and  increase  the 
actua I  talce-up  of  preferences  by  moderate I  y-deve I  oped . or  I  ess-deve loped 
LDCs,  a  system  of  graduation  should  be  used  to.  transfer  preferential 
margins  gradually  from  advanced  to  less-developed LDCs; 
Whereas  graduation should  be  appl led  sensibly and  gradual iy,  by  country  and 
sector; 
Whereas  sector/country  graduation  combines·  a  development  criterion, 
expressed  as  a  development  index  reflecting  a  country's  per  capIta  Income 
and  the  level  of  its  manufactured  exports  as  compared  with  those  of  the 
Community,  with  a  measurement  of  relative  industrial  specialization 
expressed  as  a  specialization  index  based  6n  the  ratio of  the  beneficiary 
country's share of  total  Community  imports  in  general  to  its share of  total 
Community  imports  in  a  given  sector;  whereas  combined  application of  these 
two.  criteria  should  mal<e  it  possible  to  adjust  the  crude  results  Of  the 
specialization  index,  in  terms  of  the  sectors  tci  be  ~xcluded,  in  line  with 
the  level  of  development; 
Whereas  the  sector/country  graduation  Bystem  should  be  supplemented  by  a 
solidarity  mechanism  applicable  in  exceptional  circumstances,  when 
beneficiary  countr fes  whose  exports  of  products  covered  by  the  GSP  in  a 
given  sector  exceed  25%  of  all  beneficiaries'  exports of  those  products  in 
.that  sector  would  be  excluded  from  GSP  entitlement  for  that  sector 
Irrespective of  their  level  of  development; 
Whereas  countries  undertaking  effective  programmes  to  combat  drug 
.·production  and  trafficking  should,  however, .. remalri  entitled  to  the  more 
··favourable arrangements  granted  them  under  the  previous  scheme;  whereas· the 
countries concerned,  plus  Venezuela,  wil 1 therefore continue  to enJoy  duty-
free access provided  they  continue their efforts to combat  drugs; -j-
Whereas  provision  shou I  d  a I  so  be  made 
additional  to  the  general  preferential 
Introduction  of  forward-looking  social 
moderately-advanced  developing  countries; 
for  special  types  of  assistance 
scheme  aimed  at  support.ing  the 
or· environmental  policies  in 
Whereas  benefIc 1  ary  countrIes  wh 1  ch  so  d~s  Ire  and  wh 1  ch  st i II  do'  riot  have 
the  means  of  meeting  the  costs should  be  encouraged  to  introduce  effective 
policies  for  the  protection of  workers'  rights,  with  particular  regard  to 
the  right  to  organize  and  prohibition  of  child  labour;  whereas  spe.cial 
arrangements  should  therefore  be  established  for ·products  manufactured  In 
conditions  conforming  to standards  laid  down  by  the  ILO  in  countries whose 
legislation  contains  rules  of  similar  ·SCOP8.· and  substance  Which  .are 
actually applied; 
Whereas  beneficiary  countries  should  also  be  encouraged  to  undertake 
effective  environmental  protection  policies,  by  means  of  Incentives  for 
products and  production methods  Internationally approved  as  consistent with 
the  objectives set out  In  International  conventions on  the environment. and· 
In  Agenda  21;  whereas  to  that  end  special  l'ncent lve  arrangements  should 
Initially  be  Introduced  for  tropical  wood  products  from  forests  which  are 
sustalnably managed  in  conformity with  ITTO  standards; 
Whereas  the  special  incentive  arrangements  take  the  form  of  an  additional 
preferential  margin;  whereas  they  would  operate on  the basis of  a  system of 
certification  by  beneficiary-country  authorities  that  the  goods  conformed 
to  the  appropriate  International  standards,  backed·up  by  administrative. 
cooperation methods  similar  to  those used  for  the verification of origin:  · 
Whereas  In  certain  circumstances  It  might  be  appropriate  to  withdraw 
temporarily  some  or  all  of  a  count'ry's  preferential  entitlement,  for 
Instance  where  that  country's  legislation  provided  for  discrimination 
against  the  Community  or  It  failed  to  apply  the  administrative  cooperation 
methods  on  which  the operation of  the  scheme  Is  based;  whereas  this  should 
also  apply  to  any  form.of  forced  labour,  exports  of  goods  made  by·prison 
labour,  Inadequate  controls  on  export  or  transit  of  drugs  or.  money 
laundering,  and  failure  to  comply  with  obligations  entered  into  in  the 
Uruguay  Round  to meet  agreed market-access objectives; 
Whereas  temporary  withdrawal  of  entitlement  would  be  the  culmination  of  a 
procedure  enabi ing  all  Interested  parties  to  make  known  their  point  of 
view; 
Whereas  It  would  be  illogical  to accord  preferences  in  respect  of  products 
subJect  to anti-dumping  or  anti-subsidy measures,  where  such  measures  fail 
to reflect  the  Impact  of  the preferential  arrangements; 
Whereas  provision  should  be  made  for  temporary  wi t.hdrawa I  of  preference 
where  Imports of  a  given product  originating  in  a  beneficiary country  cause -Lt-
or  threaten  to  cause  serious  damage  to  Community  producers  of  like  or" 
competing  products; 
Whereas  detailed  statistics  should  be  compiled  on  imports  under  this 
Regulation  and  should be  collected.  processed and  transmitted  in  accordance 
with  Counci I  Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  1736/752  and  3387/87;3 
Whereas  matters  relating  to  the  application  and  management  of  the  scheme 
should  be  referred  for  consideration  to  a  Committee  for  the  Management  of 
Generalized Preferences. 
HAS  .ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1.  A  Community  scheme  of  generalized  tariff  preferences  Is  hereby 
established  for  the  period  1  January  1995  to  31  December  1997.  to apply  in 
accordance  with  this  Regulation.  It  ·comprises  .general  arrangements 
(Title  I) and  special  Incentive arrangements  (Title  II)~ 
· 2.  This Regulation shaJ I  apply  to products falling within Chapters  25  to 97 
·of  the common  customs  tariff  listed  ln.  Annex  I. 
3.  Access  to  the  arrangements  refer red  to  l n  paragraph.  1  sha I I  be 
restricted to the countries and  territories  listed  in  Annex  Ill. 
4.  In  order  to  be  admitted  under  one· of  the  preferential  arrangements 
established  by  this  Regulation.  products  must  comply  with  a  definition  of 
origin adopted  In  accordance with  the procedure  Laid  down  In  Article 249  of 
COuncil  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2913/92  establ i·shtng  the  Community  Customs 
Code.4 
TITLE  1 
General  arrangements 
Art lcle  2 
1.  The  preferential  duty  applying  to  products  listed  in  Part  1  of  Annex  I 
shall  be  80%  of  the  common  customs  tariff  duty  applicable  to  the  product 
concerned.  without  prejudice  to Article 5 of  this Regulation. 
2.  The  preferential  duty  applying  to  products  listed  In  Part  2  of  Annex 
shall  be  40%  of  the  common  customs  tariff  duty  applicable  to  the  product 
concerned.  without  prejudice  to Article 5 of  this Regulation. 
3.  Common  customs  tariff  duties  shall  be  suspended  in  their  entirety  on 
products  listed  In  Part  3 of Annex  1. 
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Article 3 
·1. Comon  customs  duties  shall  be  suspended  In  their  entirety  on  products 
covered  by  this  scheme  for  the  least  developed  countries· 'I isted  in 
Annex  IV. 
2.  They  shall  be  suspended  in  their  entirety  for  those  countries  I isted  in 
Annex  V which  are  conducting  a  campaign  to  combat  drugs.  without  prejudice 
to the  procedure  described  In Article 18(3). 
Article 4 
1.  A system of  graduation and  a  solidarity mechanism  shall  be  set  up. 
2.  The  mechanisms  described  In  paragraphs '3  and  4  shall  apply  to countries 
and  sectors meeting  the conditions set out  In  Pa'rt  2of Annex  11.··  · 
3.  Without  prejudice  to  Article 5,  and  subject  to  paragraphs 4,  5  and  6 
below,  the preferential  margin obtained by  applyingArtlcle 2  to  Imports of 
products originating  in  the countries and  falling within  the  sectors  listed 
In  part  1.  of  Annex  II  shalt  be  reduced.  by. 50X ·on  1  January  1996  and 
abolished  on  1  January  1997  for  countries  whose  GNP  per  inhabitant  is 
greater  than  USD  6  000  for  1991  (according  to  World.Bank  data)  and  which 
are  listed  In  .Annex  VII.  It  shall  be  reduced  by  50%  on  1  January  1997  for 
countries not  listed  in  Annex  VII. 
4.  For  the  countries  and  sectors  to  which  the  solidarity  mechanism  is 
applied,  the  preferential  margin  resulting  from' ..  the  application  of 
·Article 2  shall  be  abolished on  1  January  1996. 
5.  At  any  rate,  application of  the  system described  In  this Article may  'not 
result  In  granting  to  the  countries  concerned  a. J,evel  of  preferential 
access  which  is  more  favourable  than  that  appi'led  in  1993.  In  1996 
preferences  shall  be  I imited  to  half  the  margin  apr;>l led  in  1995  for  the 
.countries  listed  in  Annex  VII. 
6.  Products  coming  under  the  ECSC ·Treaty  shall  remain  excluded  from  the 
preferential  arrangements  in  the  case of  countries which  did  not  qualify  in 
1994 .. 
TITLE  II 
Spec Ia I  Incant fve  arrangements· 
Article 5 
Preferential  duties  shall  apply  in  accordance  with  the  following  Articles 
under  special  Incentive  arrangements  available 'for  countries which  submit~ 
written  request  to  that  effect  to  the  COmmission  in  advance.  The  said 
arrangements shall  apply  from  1  January  1997. 
Article 6 
Article 5  shall  apply  to  products  originating  In·.  countries  which  have 
adopted  and  actually  apply  domest lc  legal  provisions  lncorporat ing  the 
content  of  the  standards  In  International  Labour  Organization  conventions 
No  87  concerning  Freedom  of  Association  and  Protection. of  the  Right  to ~ s~-
organlze.  No  98  concerning  the  Application  of  the  Principles  of  the  Right 
to Organize  and  to Bargain Collect lvely,  and  No  138  concerning  Minimum  Age 
for  Admission  to Employment. 
Article 7 
Article 5  shall  a1so  apply  to products  listed  in Annex  VI  manufactured  fr9m 
tropical  wood  and originating  in  countries  which  have.adopted  and  actually 
apply  domestic  legal  provisions  incorporating  the  content  of  tnternati9na1.-. 
Tropical  Timber  Organization  standards  co.ncernlng·  sustainable  forest 
management.  · -tt-
Article 8 
1.  The  arrangements  referred  to  in  A'rt icle 5  shall  tal<e  the  form  of  an 
· add it i  ona I  preference  accorded  exc 1  us 1  ve I  y  to  products  accompanied  by  a 
certificate  of  origin  Form  A on  which  the  authorities  in  the.country  of 
origin  have  entered  a  statement  certifying  that  these  products  have  been 
manufactured  in  conditions  conforming  to  the  standards  referred  to  in 
Article 6 or  Article 7. 
2.  The  rules  for  verification of  certificates of origin Form  A laid down  in 
Articles 78  to  97  of  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2454/935  shall  apply· 
mutatis mutandis  to  the certification 
referred  to  in  paragraph  1.  However,  without  prejudice  to  the  application 
of  Article  249  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2913/92,  matters  relating  to 
application  of  the  standards  referred  to  in  Articles 6  and  7  may  be 
examined  by  the Committee  referred  to  in  Article  17. 
3.  The  additional  preference shall  tal<e  the  form  of  a  reduction of  the  duty 
applIcable,  calculated  in  accordance  with  the  following  rules: 
for  the  sectors 
applicable  shall 
the  beneficiary 
Article 7  and  at 
together; 
referred  to  In  Article  4  the  preferential  duty 
be  set  at  80%  of .the  common  customs  tariff  duty  where 
country  has  given  commitments  under  . Article 6  or 
70%  where  it  has  given  commitments  under  both  Articles 
for  products referred  to  in  Article 2(1),  the  preferential  duty shall  be 
set  at  60%  of  the  common  customs.  tar 1 ff  duty  where  the  benefIcIary 
country  has  given  commitments  under  Article 6  or  Article 7  and  at  50% 
where  It  has  given commitments  under  both  Articles together; 
~  for  products  referred to  In  Article 2(2},  the. preferential  duty  shal I  be 
set  at  20%  of  the  common  customs  tariff duty  where  the  beneficiary 
country  has  given  commitments  under  Article  6:  or  Article 7  and  at  10% 
where  it  has given commitments  under  both  Articles  together. 
However,  the  additional  preference  under  Article 6,  in  the  sectors  referred 
to  in  Article 4,  shal 1  not  apply  to  the  countries  I isted  in  Annex  VI  I. 
TITLE  Ill 
Total  or  partial  temporary  withdrawal  of  the scheme  of 
general lzed  preferences 
Article 9 
1.  The  arrangements  provided  for  by  this  Regulation  may  at  any  time  be 
temporarily withdrawn,  wholly  or  partially,  In  the  following  circumstances: 
fraud  or  failure  to  provide  admlnlstratl.ve  cooperation  as  required  for 
the  verification  of  certificates  of  origin  Form  A  and  the  statements 
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thereon,  or  existence  of  a  situation  preventing  t"he  proper 
Implementation of such  cooperation; 
- unfair  trading practices 
discrimination  against 
obligations  under  the 
·obJectIves; 
on  the part of  a  beneficiary country,  incl"uding 
the  Community  and  failure  ·to  comply  with·· 
Uruguay  Round  to  meet  agreed  market-access 
practice  of  any  form  of  forced 
conventions  of  25  September  1926 
conventions  No  29  and  No  105; 
labour  as  defined 
and  7  September 
export 9f goods  made  by  prison  labour; 
in  the  Geneva 
1956  and  .I LO 
Inadequate controls on  export or  transit of .drugs  (illici.t.substances or 
precursors). or  money  laundering.· 
2.  Temporary  withdrawal  shall  not  be  automatic  but  shall  follow  the 
procedural  requirements of  the  following Articles. 
Article 10 
1.  The  clrcums~ances referred to  In  Article 9  which  might  make  It necessary 
to  resort  to  temporary  withdrawal  of  preferences  shall  be  brought  to  the 
Commission's  at  tent lon  by  the  Member  S.tates,  or  by  any  natura I  or  I  ega I 
persons,  or  associations not  endowed  with  legal  personality,  which  can  show 
an· Interest  In  such  withdrawal.  The  eommtsslon  shal I  communicate  the 
Information  lnunedlately  to all  Member  States. 
2.  Consultations  may  be  Initiated either  at  the  reQuest  of  a  Member  ·state 
or  at  the  Commission's  request.  They_shall  take  place within eight  working 
day5:  of·  receipt  by  the  commission  of  the  information  referred  to  in 
paragraph·l  and  in  any  event  shall  be  held before adoption of any  Community 
measures  withdrawing  preferences. 
3.  The  consultations  shall  take  place  in  the  Committee  referred  to  in 
Article 17,  which  shall  be  convened  by  its chairman  Who  shall,  in  addition, 
communicate  a II  pertinent  information  to  the  Member  States  as  soon  as 
possible. 
·4.  The  consultations  shall  be  concerned  inter  alia  with  analysis  of  the 
circumstances  referred to  in  Article 9  and  the measures  to be  taken. 
Article  11 
. 1.  Where  the  Commission  finds,  following  the  consultations,  that  there  Is 
sufficient evidence  to  Justify  Initiation of  an  Investigation,  It  shal I: 
.(a)  announce  the  Initiation  of  an  Investigation  in  the  Official 
Journal  of  the  European  Communities;  such  announcement  shall  give 
a  summary  of  the  Information  received  and  state that  all  relevant 
Information  Is  to  be  communicated  to  the  Commission,  indicating 
the  period  within  which  interested  parties  may  make  known  their· 
views  In  writing; 
(b)  commence  the  Investigation  in  cooperation with_  the Member  States. 
?Lt. -%-
2.  The  Commission  shall  seek  alI  information  it  deems  to  be  necessary  and 
shall,  where  it  considers  this appropriate,  after  consulting  the  Committee 
referred  to  in  Article 17,  verify  the  Information  with  economic .operators 
and  the  competent  authorities  of  ·the  beneficiary  country  concerned.  For 
this  purpose  the  Commission  may  dispatch  its  own  experts  t·o  establish  on 
the  spot  the  truth  of  the  allegations  made  by  the  person  referred .  ."  to  in 
Article  10(1).  The  Commission  shall  provide  the  competent  authorities  of 
the  beneficiary  country  concerned  every  .opportunity  to  cooperate  .as 
necessary  in  the  conduct  of  these enQuiries.'· 
3.  The  Commission  may  also  be  assisted  by  officials of  the  Member  State on 
whose  territory  verification  might  be  sought,  if  the  said  Member·  State  so 
requests. 
4.  The  Commission  may  hear  the  interested par-ties.  It  shall  so hear  them·if 
they  have,  within  the  period  prescribed  in  the  notice  published  in  the 
Official  Journal  of  the  European  Communities,  made  a  written  request  for  a 
hearing  showing  that  they  are  likely  to  be  affected  by  the  result  of  the 
invest I gat ion  and  that  there  are  part lcular  reasons  why  they  shou I d  be 
heard orally. 
5.  Where  information  requested  by  the  Commission  Is  not  provided  within a 
reasonable  period  or  the  investigation  Is  significantly  Impeded,  findings 
may  be  made  on  the basis of  the facts available. 
Article  12  '' 
1.  When  the  investigation  is  complete  the  Commission  shall  report  the 
findings  to  the Committee  referred  to  In  Article 17. 
2.  If  the  Commission  considers  temporary  withdrawal  of  preference  to  be 
unnecessary,  It  shal 1  publish  in  the  Official  Journal  of  the. European 
Communities,  after  consulting  the Committee,  a  notice of  termination of  the 
investigation setting out  Its main  conclus.lons. 
3.  If  the  Commission  considers  temporary' withdrawal  of  preference  to  be 
necessary,  it  shal 1  take  the  ~p~ropriate  decision  on  the  basis  of 
Art lcle 9.  The  ·temporary  withdrawal  shall  last  for  one  year  and  shall  be 
renewed  unless  It  can  be  shown.that  i·he  facts  which  led  to.adoptlon of  the 
measure  no  longer  obtain.  The  temporary  withdrawal  measur~  shal I  be 
pub I ished  in  the Official  Journal  of  the  European  Communities. 
Article  13 
Where  products  covered  by  the  scheme  are  subject  to  anti-dumping  pr  anti-
subsidy  duties  under  Council  Regulation  {EEC)  No  2423/886  which·  have  been 
calculated  on  the  basis  of  the.  injury  caused  and  according  to  the  pri"ces 
charged  on  the  internal  market,  preference  shall  not  be  granted  to  those 
products  from  the  countries concerned unless  It  can  be  shown  that  the said 
duties  were  based  on  a  price  reflecting  the  preferential  tariff 
arrangements granted to the country concerned.  The  Commission  shall  publish 
a  1 1st  of  products  and  countries affected  by  su~h measures  in  the Ofiicial 
Journal  of  the  European  Communities. 
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1.  Where  a  product  originating  In  one  of  the  countries  listed  in  Annex  111 
is  lm~orted on  terms  which  cause  or  threaten  to  cause  serious  dlfficult·ies 
to  a  Community  producer  of  like  or  directly  competing  products,  common 
customs  tarIff  duties  may  be  reintroduced  on  that  product  at  any  time  at 
the  request  of  a  Member  State or  on  the  commission's  own  initiative. 
2:  The  Commission  shall  announce  the  opening  of  an  investigation  in•·  the 
Official  Journal  of  the  European  Communities.  The  announcement  shal I 
provide  a  summary  of  the  information  received  and  state  that  any  useful 
information  should  be  communicated  to  the  Commission;  it shall  specify  the 
time  limit  within  which  interested  parties  may  make  their  views  known  in 
writing. 
·  .. 
3.  In  examining  the  possible  existence  of  serious  difficulties·  the 
Commission  shall  take  account  inter  alIa  of  the  fa~tors  I isted  in 
Annex  VI  II  where  the  information  is available. 
4.·The  Commission  shal 1  take  the  decisions  referred·  to  above  within 
30 working  days  following  consultation  of  the  Committee  set  up  by 
A.rticle 17.  A  Uember  State  may  refer  the  commission's  decision  to  the 
Council  within  a  week.  The  Council,  acting  by  a  qualified majority,  shall 
have  one  month  within which  to adopt  a  different .decision .. 
5.  The  benefic lary  countries  concerned  sha II ·be  informed  of  such  measures 
be.fore  the  saId measures  become  effect 1  ve. 
6.  Nothing  In  paragraphs  1  to  3  shall  affect • the  application of  safeguard 
clauses  adopted  as  part of  the  common  agricultural  policy  under  Article 43 
of  the  Treaty or  as  part of  the  common  commercial  policy under  Article 113 
of  the Treaty,·or  any other  safeguard clauses 'which  may  be  applied. 
TITLE  IV 
Common  provisions 
· Article 15 
·1.  Subject  to  paragraph  2,  rates  of  preferential  duty  calculated  in ... !Ja..-
accordance  with  this  Regulation  shall  be  rounded  up  or  down  to  the  firs.t 
dec i rna I · pI ace. 
· 2.  Where  the  application  of  paragraph  1  results  In  a  rate  of  prelerent~al 
duty  of  0.5%  or  less,  the  preferential  rate  shall  be  considered  a  full 
exemption. 
3.  Changes  to  Annex  I  or  Annex  II  made  necessary  by  amendments  to  the 
Combined  Nomenclature  shall  be  adopted  in  accordance  with  the  procedure 
laid down  In Article 19. 
Article  16 
Within  six  weeks  of  the  end  of  each  quarter  the  Member  States  shall  .send 
the  Statistical  Office  of  the  European  COmmunities  their  statistical  data 
on  goods  admitted for  free circulation during that  quarter  under  the tariff 
preferences  provided  for  In  this  Regulation.  The  said  data,  supplied  by -AO-
r·eference  to  Combined  Nomenclature  codes  and,  where· applicable,  Tarle 
codes,  shal I  show  values,  quantities  and  any  supplementary  units  required 
in  accordance  with  the  definitions  in  Regulations  (EEC)  No  1736/757  and 
No  3367/87,8 broken  down  by  country of origin. 
Article  17 
1.  A Committee  for  the  Management 
refer  red  to  as  "the  Commit tee", 
representatives  of  the  Member 
representative of  the  Commission. 
of  Generalized  ~references,  hereinafter 
is  hereby  set  up.  It  shall  consist  of 
States  and  shall  be  chaired  by  a 
2 .·.The  Comm 1  t tee  sha II  adopt  its ru I  es  of procedure. 
Article 18 
1·.  'The  Committee  may  examine  any  matter  relating  to  the· application of  this 
Regulation  which  is  raised  by  its chairman either  on  his own  initiative or 
at  the  request of  a  Member  State's representative.  :  ::·· 
2.  On  the  basis  of  an  annual  report  from  the  Commis~lon  It shall  examine 
the  extent  to  which  the  principle  of  neutrality  of  the  effects  of  this 
scheme  has  been  observed  and  any  steps  being  considered  by  the  Commission 
in  accordance  with  the  procedure  described  in Article  19  to  ensure  proper 
observance  thereof. 
3 ..  It  shall  also  examine,  on  the  basis  of  an  annual  report  from.  the 
commission,  the  progress  made  by  the  countries  listed  In  Annex  v  In  the 
fight  against  drugs  and,  If  progress  Is  Insufficient.- any  measures  which 
the  Commission  Is  considering  taking  In  accordance  with  the 
procedure  provided  for  in  Article 19  and  In  consultation  with  the  countr~ 
concerned  to suspend,  who II  y  or  part 1  y,  the  app I I c'at ion of  Art I c 1  e  3 •. 
Article\19 
1.  The  Commission  representative  shall  submit  to  the  Committee  a  draft  of 
the  measures  to  be  taken.  The  Committee  shall  deliver  its  opinion  on  the 
draft within  a  time  limit  which  the  chairman  may  lay.down  according  to  the. 
urgency  of  the matter.  The  opinion  shal 1  be  delivered  by  the majority  laid 
down  in Article 148(2) of  the  Treaty.  The  chairman  shal I  not  vote. 
2.  (a  )The  Commission  shall  adopt  the  measures  envisaged  if  they  are  in 
accordance  with  the  opinion  of  the  Committee,  or  if  no  opinion.  is 
delivered,  the  Commission  shall,  without  delay,  submit  to  the  Cotinci I  a 
proposal  relating  to  t.he  measures  to  be  t'aken.  The  Counci 1  shal·l  act  by 
a  qualified maJority. 
(b)lf  the  measures  envisaged  are  not  In  accordance  with  'the  oplnlonof 
th~  Committee,  or  If  no  opinion  Is  delivered,  the  Convnlsslon  shall~ 
without  delay,  submit  to  the Council  a  proposal.relatlng to  the  measures 
to be  taken.  The  Council  shall  act by  a  quat'ifled majority. 
(c)lf,  within  three  months  of  the  referral  to  the  Council,  the  Council· 
has  not  acted,  the proposed measures  shall  be  .adopted  by  the  Commission. 
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Article'2·o 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  Into  force  on  1  January  1995  and  shall  be 
applicable  for  three years. 
This  Regulation shal I  be  binding  In  its entirety and  directly appl lcable  in 
al t  Member  States. 
Done  at Brussels,  For  the Counc II 
The  President Ql  code 
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AN£X  I 
Products sensitivity categories 
Port  1 
Sensitive products 
Oescrlpt iori  of  goods 
Calcium 
Jmnonio,  anhydrous  or  In  aqueous  aolutlon 
Sodium  hydroxide  (caustic soda):  potassium hydroxide  (caustic potash);  proxl~es of· 
eodlum  or potanlun 
line oxide;  zinc peroxide 
Artificial corundum,  whether  or not  chemically defined;  aluminium  oxide:  aluminium 
hydroxide 
Chromium  oxides and  hydroxides 
Titanium oxides 
Antimony  oxides 
kmonium  chloride 
Iodides and  Iodide oxides 
Sodium  sulphides 
Dithionites and  aulphoxylates 
Phosphinates  (hypophosphltes),  phosphonates  (phosphltes)',  phosphates  and  polyphosphates 
Diaodiun  eartionate  · 
Barium  carbonate 
Potassium pennanganate 
Carbides of  silicon 
COrbldes  of  tungsten 
Silicides 
Styrene 
Halogenated  derivatives of  hydrocarbons 
Acyclic alcohols and  their halogenated,  sulphonated,  nitrated or nitrosated derivatives, 
excluding product  numbers  2905  43  and  2905  44 
Naphtols  and  their salts 
Hydroqulnone  (qulnol) 
Ethers,  ether-alcohols,ether-phenols, ether-alcohol-phenols,  alcohol  peroxides, 
ether peroxides,  ketone  peroxides  (wether  or not  chemically  defined),  and  their 
halogenated,  sulphonated,  nitrated or nltrosated derivatives 
Vanillin  (4-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzaldehyde). 
Acetone 
Camphor 
Satured acyclic monocarboxylic  acids and  their anhydrides,  halides,  peroxides and 
peroxyacids;  their halogenated,  sulphonated,  nitrated or nitrosated derivatives 
Esters of  acrylic acid 
Other  oromot ic monocorboxyl ic acids,  their anhydrides,  hoi ides,  peroxides, ·p.eroxyacids 
and  their derivatives:  other  than  benzonlc acids,  benzoyl  peroxides  and  benzoyl 
chloride,  phenylacetic acid 
Oxalic acid  its salts and  esters 
Terephtholic acid and  its salts 
Citric acid 
Salts and  esters of  citric acid 
OhAcetysollcylic acid,  Its salts and  esters 
Amine-function  compounds 
Oxygen-function  amino-compounds 
Choline  chloride 
Paracetomol  {INN) 
Acrylonitrile 
Cysteine,  cystine and  their derivatives 
Coumarin,  methylcoumorins  and  ethylcoumorlns 
Melamine 
Sulphonomldea 
Heparin  and  Its salts 
Mineral  or chemical  fertilizers,  nitrogenous 
Mineral  or chemical  fertilizers,  phosphatic  . 
Mineral  or chemical  fertilizers containing  two  or three'of  the fertilizing elements 
nitrogen,  phosphorus  and  potassium:  other fertilizers;  goods  of  this chapter  In  tablets 
or similar fonns  or  In  packages  of a  gross weight  not  exceeding  10  kg 
Other colouring matter;  preparations as specified  In  note·3 to this chapter,  other  than 
those of  heading  No  3203,  3204  or 3205:  Inorganic products of a  kind  used  as 
luminophores,  whether or not  chemically defined 
Casein,  coseinotes and  other casein derivatives:  casein glues 
Gelatin  (Including gelatin  In  rectangular  (including square)  sheets,  whether  or not 
surface-worked or coloured)  and  gelatin derivatives;  Isinglass: other glues of animal· 
origin,  excluding casein glues of  heading  No  3501 
Activated carbon;  activated natural  mineral  products;  animal  block,  Including spent 
animal  block Port  1 (cont'd) 
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Oascrlpt Jon  of  goods 
Mixed  alkylbenzenes  and  mixed  alkylnaphthalenes,  other  than  those  of  heading  No  2707  a~ 
2902 
Polymers  of  ethylene,  In  primary  farms 
Polymers  of  propylene of  other oleflns,  in  primary  forms 
Polymers  of  styrene,  In  primary  forms 
Polymers  of  vinyl  chloride or  of  other halogenated olefins,  in  primary  forms 
Polyethylene  terephtralote  · 
Other polyesters,  other than  unsaturated 
Other plates,  sheets,  film,  fall  and  strip,  of plastics,  nan-cellular and  not 
reinforced,  lanlnoted,  supported  or similarly combined  with other materials 
Other  plates, sheets,  film,  foil  and  strip  :.  other of  polyesters,  other than  corrugated· 
sheets and  plates 
New  pne11110tlc  tyros,  of  rubber 
Retreated or used  pneumatic  tyros of  rubber;  solid or cuahion  tyres,  Interchangeable 
tyro  treads and  tyros flops,  of  rubber 
Inner  tubes,  of  rubber 
Raw  hides and  skins (other than  fursklns)  and  leather 
Articles of  apparel  and  clothing accessories, of  leather or·of composition  leather 
Other monufocturea  of  platte or similar products of  subheading  4601  10  · 
Basketwork,  wickerwork  and  other articles, mode  directly to shape  from  plaiting 
materiala  · 
Other  boaketwork,  wickerwork  and  other articles 
Children's picture,  drawing  or colouring books 
Tranafers  (decalcanonios) 
Globea 
Printed or Illustrated postcards;  printed cords bearing personal  greetings, messages 
or announcements,  whether or not  Illustrated, with or without envefopes or trlmnings 
Calendars of  any  kind, printed,  including calendar blocks 
Other printed matter,  Including printed pictures and  photographs 
Silk 
Wool,  fine or coarse animal  hair:  horsehair yarn  and  woven  fabric 
Cotton 
Other  vegetable  textile fibres:  paper yarn  and  woven  fabrics  of  paper yarn 
~ode  filaments 
t.lan-made  step le  fibres 
Wadding,  felt and  nonwovens;  special  yarns:  twine,  cordage,  ropes  ond  cobles·ond 
articles thereof 
Carpets and  ather textile floor coverings 
Special  woven  fabdcs:  tufted textile fabrics; .. loce;  tapestries:  trinmings:  embroidery 
Impregnated,  coated,  cavered·ar  laminated  textile fabrics:  textile articles of  a  kind 
suitable for  Industrial  use 
Knitted  of crocheted  fabrics 
Articles of  apparel  and  clothing accessories,  knitted or  crocheted 
Articles of  apparel  and  clothing accessories;  not  knitted or crocheted  . 
Other mode-up  textile articles:  sots: worn  clothing and  worn  textile articles:  rogs 
Faotweor,  gaiters and  the  like:  parts of  such articles 
Unglazed  ceramic  flogs ond  paving,  heart  or wall  tiles;  unglazed  ceramic mosaic  cubes, 
and  the  I ike,  whether  or not  on  a  backing  . 
Glazed  ceramic  flogs  and  paving,  hearth of  wall  tiles; glozed ceramic mosaic  cubes 
and  the  like, whether  or not  on  a  backing  ' 
Tableware,  kitchenware,  other household  articles and  toilet articles, of porcelain or 
china 
Ceramic  tableware,  kitchenware,  other household  articles and  toilet artlcleo, other  than 
of  porcelain or chino 
Statuettes and  other ornamental  ceramic articles 
Glassware  of  a  kind  used  for  table,  kitchen,  toilet, office,  Indoor  decoration or. 
similar purpoees  (other than  that of heading No  7010  or 7018 
Gloos  fibre• (Including glass wool)  and artlclu thereof  (for  ex~le, yam, woven 
fabrics) 
Ferro-alloys 
Stranded wire,  rapee,  cables, plaited bands,  ellnga and·the  like, of  Iron  or steel, nat 
electrically  lneulated 
COpper  and  articles thereof 
Aluminium  and  articles thereof 
Wire 
Containing at  least  99,~ by  weight  of  magnesiUm 
1.1 Port  1  (cont'd) 
'code 
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8108  90  30 
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Descrlpt ion  of  goods_ 
Unwrought  tltanlun: waste and  scrap:  powders 
Bars,  rods,  profiles and  wire 
Plates, sheets, strip and  foil 
Tubes  and  pipes 
Other articles of  titanium 
Unwrought  zl rconlum:  powder 
Other articles of  zirconium 
Germanium,  other than unwrought:  waste  and  scrap; powders 
Niobium  (colanblun):  rhenium  .  . 
Nuclear  reactors:  fuel  elements  (cartrlges), non-Irradiated,, for nuclear  reactors: 
mochlnery  ond apparatus far  Isotopic separation  · 
Hydraulic turbines,  water wheels,  and  regulators  ther~f 
Turbo-Jets,  turbo-propellers and  other gas turbines 
For~llft trucks: other works  trucks  fitted with lifting or handling equipment 
Sewing machines,  other than  boolt-sewfng machines  of  heading  No  8440;  furniture,  boses 
and  covers specially designed  for sewing  machines;  sewing  machine  needles 
Boll  or roller bearings  · 
Tranamlsslon shafts (Including can shafts and  crank shafts)  and  cranks:  bearings 
housings  and  plain shaft bearings:  gears and  gearing;  ball  screws:  gear boxes and  other 
speed changers,  Including  torque  converters;  flywheels  and  pulleys.  includlng_pulley 
blocks;  clutches and  shaft  c~llngs (Including universal  Joints}  · 
ElectnHIIOChanlcal  clanestfc  appliances,  with self-contained electric motor 
Other radiators, with built-In fan 
Hair dryers 
Electric 111100thlng  I-rons 
MicrowaVe  ovens 
Grillers and  roasters 
Coffee or teo 1110kars 
Toasters 
Other electr- thennlc appliances,  other than plate wonners  or deep  fat  fryers 
Turnable• (recorcHiecks),  record-players,  cassette-players and  other sound  reproducing 
apparatus,  not  Incorporating a  sound  recording device 
Magnetic  tope  recorders and  other sound  recording apparatus,  whether  or not 
Incorporating a  sound  reproducing device 
Video  recording or reproducing,  apparatus,  whether  or not  incorporating a  video  turner 
Ports and  accessories of  apparatus of  heading Nos  8519  ta·8521 
Prepared  unrecorded media  for  sound  recording or similar  recording of·other _phenomena, 
other than products of Chapter 37 
Records,  topes and  other  recorded media  for  sound  or other similarly  recorded phenomena, 
Including matrices and  masters for  the production of  records,  but  excluding products 
of Chapter 37 
Reception  apparatus  for  radio-telephony,  radio-telegraphy or  radio-broadcasting, 
whether  or not combined,  In  the  same  housing,  with sound  recording or  reproducing 
apparatus or a clock 
Television  receivers (including video monitors and  video projectors),  whether  or not 
incorporating radio-broadcast  receivers or sound  or video  recording or  reproducing 
apparatus 
Ports suitable for  use  solely or_ principally with  the apparatus of  heading 
No  8525  cl  8528 
Electric sound  or visual  signalling apparatus  (for example,  bells,  sirens,  Indicator 
panels,  burglar or fire alanns),  other than  those of  heading  No  8512  or 8530 
Thermionic,  cold cathode  or photocathode  valves and  tubes  (for example,  vacuum  or 
vapour or gas  filled valves  and  tubes, mercury arc  rectlflylng valves and  tubes, 
cathode-roy  tubes,  television camera  tubes)  ·  . 
Diodes,  transistors end  similar semiconductor devices;  photosensitive semiconductor 
devices,  Including photovolvlc cells whether  or not  assembled  In  modules  or mode  up 
Into panels;  light-emitting diodes;  mounted  pl~zo-electrlc crystals 
Electronic  Integrated circuits and microasaemblies 
Motor  vehicles for the transport of  ten persona or more,  Including  the driver · 
Motor  cars and other motor vehicles principally deslgne~ for  the transport of persons 
(other than  those of  heading  No  8702),  including station wagons  ond  racing cars 
Llotor vehicles for the transport  of  goods  .  . 
Chassis fitted with engines,  for  the mota  vehicles of  heading  No  8701  to 8705 
Bodies  (lneludlng cabs),  for  the motor  vehicJes of heading  Nos  8701  to 8705 
Porte ond  acceseorles of  the motor  vehicles of  heading  Noe  8701  to 8705 Part  1  (cont'd) 









9201  10 
9201  2.0 
9201  90 
Descrlpt ion  of  goods 
Works  trucks,  self-propelled,  not  fitted with  lifting or handling equipment,  of  the 
type  used  In  factories,  warehouses,  dock  areas or airports for short distance transport 
of goods:  tractors of  the  type  used  an  railway station platfonns: porta of  the 
foregoing vehicles  · · 
t.totor-cyclea  (Including mopeds)  and  cycles. fItted wl th an  auxl llary motor,  with or 
without  aide-cora:  aide-cora 
Bicycles and  other cycles (Including delivery tricycles), not motorized 
Photocopyng  apparatus Incorporating an  aptlcal •tem or of the contact  type and 
thermo-copying apparatus  · 
Liquid crystal devices not canstltulng articles provided  for more  apeclflcal ly  In  othe~ 
headings:  lasers, other than  laser diodes;  other aptlcol  appliances and  lnatrunenta,  not 
specified or Included elsewhere  In this chapter 
Wrist-watches,  pocket-watchel and  other watches, 'Including stap-watchea,  wl th case of 
precious metal  or of metal  clad with preclou1 metal · 
Clocks with watch ~ts,  excluding clack• of. heading N•  9104 
other clacks 
"'right pianos 
Grand p lan01 
Other pianos ~  code 
28047000 
2805  30 
.  2825  10  00 
. 2827  32 00 
2834  10  oo· 
2904 20 
2914 22 00 
2916 1110 
2916  14 co 
2917  12  10 
. 2917  14 co 
2917 32 co 
'2917 35 co 
2917 'Sl co 
'2918 21  00 
2918  29,10 
2924  10 00 
2924  21  00 
2924 29 90 
2927 
2929  10 00 
'2930 40'00 
2930  90 80 
2936  25 00 
2936 27 00 
2939 21  90 
2939  29  00 
. 2939  90 90 
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Part 2 
Semi-sensitive products 
Description of  goods 
Phosphorus 
Rare-earth metals,  scandium  and  yttrium,  whether or not  lntennixed or  lnteralloyed 
Hydrazine and hydroxylamine  and  their  ln organic salts 
Aluninlum chloride  · 
Nitrites 
Derivatives containing only nitro or only nHroso gro!4)S·. 
Cyc I ohexanone  and me thy  I eye I ohexanones  · 
Acrylic acid 
Esters of methocryllc acid 
Adipic acid, and  Its salts 
Maleic Cl'lhydrlde 
.Dfoctyl  orthaphthalotes 
Pbtrallc anhydride 
Dimethyl  terephthalate 
Salicylic acid Cl'ld  Ita aalta · 
Sulphoaallcyllc acids,  hydfroxynaphtholc acids:  their• salta and  eaters 
Acyclic  amldes  (Including acyclic carbCJ110tes)  and  their 'derivatives:  sorts  thereof 
Urelnea and  their derivatives: salta· thereof 
Other carboxyamlde-functton cCII1)ounda 
Diazo-,  aza- or azoxy-cCIJ1)0UIIdS  · 
· Iaocyanatea 
Methionine 
other organo-aulphur celq)ounds 
Vltamln  ~and lts derivatives 
VItamin  C and  Ita derivatives 
other alkaloids of cinchona,  ather than quinine and  quinine sulphate 
Alkaloids of chlnconce and  their derivatlws:  101ts  thereof  :other than quinine and  its 
salta  · 
other vegetable alkaloids, other  than cocaine and emetine 
Sugars,  ehemlcally pure,  other than sucrose,  !octose, maltose, glucose ond 
fructose:  e1J90r  ethers and sugar esters, .and  their salts, other than products of 
heading  No  2937,  2938 or 2939,  other than  rhamnose,  raffinose and monnc)se 
·Mineral  or chemical  fertilizers, potassic  . .  .  ·  · 
Synthetic organic colouring matter,  whether or not chemically defined; preparations 
as specified  In  note 3  to this chapter baaed  on  synthetic organic colouring matter, 
s)tnthetlc organic products of a  kind .used as  fi'uorescent  brightening agents or as 
lumlnophores,  whether or not chemically defined 
~n~s: prepared enzymes  not  elsewhere specified or  included 
Pol ymethy I ·  methacry I ate 
Polyacetals 
Polyamldea  In  primary  form  .  . 
Conveyor  or  tranemlsslon belts or belting; of  vulcanized  rubber 
Trunks,  suit-cases, vanity-cases,  executive-cases,  brief-cases,  school  satchels,. 
spectacle-cases,  binocular cases,  camera  cases, musical  tnstrunent  cases,  gun  cases, 
holsters and similar containers;  travelling-bogs,  toilet bags,  rucksacks,  handbags,. 
shopping-bags,  wallets,  purses,  map-cases,  cigarette-cases,  tobacco-pouches,  tool  bogs, 
sports bogs,  bottle-cases,  jewellery boxes,  powder~boxes, cutlery cases and  similar 
containers,  of· leather or of  CaJ1)ositfon  leather,  of  sheeting of  plastics, of  textile 
materials, of vulcanized fibre or of  paperboard,  or wholly or mainly  covered with· 
such materials or with paper  · 
Artlc1es of  leather,  or of  composition  leather,  of a  kind used  In  machinery  or 
mechanical  appli~nces or  for other  technical  uses 
Other ortlcles of  leather or of  COilllOSitlon_ leather. 
Manufactures of  straw,  of esparto or of other.plalting materials;  baoketworo  and 
wickerwork  e~cludlng products mentioned  In  part  1 
Unbrellas,  sun unbrellas,  walkln~t  leks,  seat-sticks, whips,  riding-crops and parts  ,  . 
thereof 
Ceramic products excluding products mentions~ In  port  1 
Gloss and  glassware  excluding products men.tloned  In  port 
Imitation jewellery 
Articles of  Iron  or steel excluding products mentioned  In ports 1 or 3 
lead and articles thereof 
Zinc  and articles thereof 
Other bose metals:  cennets:  articles thereof  excluding products mentioned  In  port  1 
Toole,  llllllements,  cutlery,  spoons  and  forks,  of  base metal;  parts thereof of  base metal  I · 
Miscellaneous articles of  base metal  I Port 2  (cont 'd) 


























Descrlpt ion  of  goods· 
Stean turbines and  other vapour  turbines  .  . 
Spark-ignition reciprocating or  rotary  internal  combustion  piston engines· 
~ression-lgnltlon Internal  canbustion piston engines  (diesel  or semi-diesel  engines) 
Ports suitable for use solely of  principally with  the engines of  heading  No  8407 or 8408 
AIr  conditioning machines,  c~rtslng a  .. motor-driven  fan  and  elements  for changing  the 
temperature and  humidity,  Including  those machines  In  which  the humidity  cannot  be 
separately  regulated  ·  . 
Refrigerators,  freezers and  other refrigerating or freezing  equipment,  electric or 
other:  heat  pumps  other than air conditioning machines  of  heading  No  8415  . 
Calendering  or other  rolling machines,  other than  for metals or glass, and  cylinders 
thereof  ·  .  · 
Printing machinery:  machines  for uses ancillary to printing 
Household or laundry-type washing machines,  Including machines which  both wash  and  dry 
t.tochlnery  (ot.her  then machines  of hecidlng  No  84!50)  for washing,  cleaning, wringing, 
drying,  Ironing,  pressing,  (Including fualng presaes),  bleaching,  dyeing,  d.re~alng, 
flnlahlng, coating or Impregnating  textile yams,  fabrlca or made  up  textile articles 
and  machines  for  applying  the paste to the base  ~abrlc or other s\4)port  used  In  the 
manufacture  of  floor ceverlngs such  as linoleum:  machines  for  reeling,  unreeling,, 
folding,  cutting or pinking textile fabrics 
Sewing  machines,  other than  book-sewing  machines  of  heading  No  8440:  furnltures,  bases 
and· covers  epeclally designed  for  sewing machines:  sewing machine  needles 
Machinery  for preparing,  tanning or working  hides,  skins or  leather or for making  or 
repoi ring  footwear  or other articles of  htde·a,  skins or  leather,  other thon  sewing 
machines 
Converters,  ladles,  Ingot  moul.ds  and  costing machines,  of  o kind  used  in metallurgy  or 
In  metal  foundries 
Metol-rolllnga and  rolla therefor 
Machine-tools  for working  any  material  by  ranovol  of material,  by  loser  or other  I ight 
or photon  bean,  ultra&IOI'IIc,  electro-discharge,  electro-chemical,  electron bean, 
Ionic-bean or pla8TICI  ore processes  . 
t.tochlnlng  centero,  unit construction machines  {single station) and multi-station 
transfer machines,  for working metal 
Lathes  for  removing  metal 
Machine-tools  (Including way-type  unit  head  machines). for drilling,  boring,  milling, 
threading or  topping  by  removing  metal,  other than  lathes of  heading  No  8458 
t.tochine-toolo  far deburrlng,  sharpening:  1Jrlnding,  honing,  lapping,  pallshlng or 
otherwise finishing metal,  slntered metal  carbides or cermsts  by means  of grinding 
atones,  abrasives or polishing products,  other than  gear .cutting,  gear grinding 
or geor  finishing machines  of  heading  No'8481 
~hlne-toola for  planing,  shaping,  alottlng,  broaching,  gear  cutting,  gear  grinding  or 
gear  flnlehlng,  eawlng,  cutting-off and  other machine-tools working  by  removing  metal, 
alntered metal  carbides or cennats,  not.'elsewhere  specified or  Included 
~hine-toola (Including presses)  for working  metal  .bY  forging,  hammering  or die-
atanplng;  machine-tools  (including presses)  for working metal  by  bending,  folding, 
straightening,  flatenning,  shearing,  punching  or notching:  presses for working metal 
or metal  carbides, not  specified above 
Other machlne-toola  for working  metal,  sintered metal  carbides or cennota,  without 
removing  material 
Tools  for working  In  the  hand,  pneumatic  or with  self-contained non-electric motor 
~hinery and  apparatus  for  soldering,  brazing or welding,  whether  or  not  capoble  of 
cutting, other than  those of  heading  No  8515;  gas-operated surface tempering 
mach 1  nes  ond  app II ances  . 
.  Typewriters  and  word-processing machines 
Calculating machines:  accounting machines,  postage-franking machines,  ticket-issuing 
machines  and  almllar machines,  incOrporating  a calculating device;  cash  registers 
Automatic  data-procesoing mcchines  and  units thereof; magnetic  or optical  readers, 
machines  for  tranl3Crlblng dolo onto data media  In  coded  fonn  and  machines  for 
processing  such data, not  elsewhere  specified or  Included 
Other office machines  (for ex~le, hectograph or stencil  duplicating machines, 
addressing mochlnes,  cutcmatlc bonknote  dispensers,  coi~orting machines,  coin-
counting or wrapping machines,  pencll~harpening, perforating or stapling machines) 
Parts end  occessorleo  (other than covers,  carrylng,caees and  the  like)  aultoble for  uae 
solely or principally with machines  of headlng·'Nos  S4S9 ·to 8472 
Electrical  tranefonneru,  static convertors (for example,  rectifiers) and  lnductore 
Eloetro-m<~gnote; pormanent  magnotB  and ortlclea Intended  to become  ponoonent  magneh 
otter mognothotlon;  eloctr0"1'R0gnot!c or pormanont  mognot  chucks,  clcmope  and  elmllcr 
holding devlcoo;  electro-magnetic coupllnge,  clutches and  brak0e;  o!octr~gnetlc 
II  f ti  ng  heado 
Zloetdc:al  apparotu1.1  for  line h!ophony or  Hoe  telegraphy,  lncludlng uuch apparatue for 
carrier-current  I lne  systems  · 
Mlcrophcnea  and  ~;~tondo therefor;  !oudspeov.sre,. whethc: or not  m~>;mtt~d  !n  tho! r 
enciot~ure~;  heodphonas,  earphones  and  comblnsd  m!cror1·.r.ne/~~pauk<~r sets;  o<.id:o-· 
frequency  efectr!c a11p!l Her:;;  o teet ric so:.nld  ~~If  ler  t~ets, Part 2 (cont'd) 
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Descrlpt ion  of  goods 
Transmission  apparatus  for  radio-telephony,  radio-telegraphy,  radio-broadcasting  or 
television, whether  or not  Incorporating  reception  apparatus or sound  recording  or 
reproducing apparatus:  television cameras 
Radar  apparatus,  radio navigational  old  apparatus and  radio  ranote cont.rol  'apparatus 
Electrical capacitors,  fixed,  variable or adjustable  (pre-set) 
Electrical  resistors (Including  rheostats and potentiometers), other than  heating· 
resistors 
Printed circuits 
Electrical  apparatus  for  switching or protecting electrical  circuits, or  for making 
connections  to or  In  electrical cicults (for example  switches,  relays,  fuses,  surge 
suppressors,  plugs,  sockets,  lamp-holders,  junction boxes),  for a voltage not 
exceeding  1 000 V 
Special  purpose motor  vehicles,  other than  those  principally designed  for  the 
transport of persons or goods  (for example,  breakdown  lorries, crone  Jorrlea, 
fire-fighting vehicles,  concret~lxer lorrloa,  rood  sweeper  lorries,  spraying  lorries, 
mobile  workshops,  mobile  radiological  unl h)  .  . 
Parts and  accessories of  vehicles of  heading  Nos  8711  t~ 8713 
.. Baby  carriages and  parh thereof  . 
Troilen1  and  semi-trollers:  other vehicles,not mechanically  p·ropelled;  parts· thereof 
Ships,  boats and  f looting stuetures  ·  · 
Lenses,  prisms,  mirrors  and  other optical  elements,  of  any material, mounted;  being 
parts of  or fittings for  Instruments  or  apparatus,  other  than  such  elements'of  glass not 
optically workdecl 
Binoculars, manoculors,  other optical  telescopes,  and mountings  therefor:  other 
oatronom!cal  Instruments  and  mountings  therefor,  but  not  including  instruments  for 
radlo-ostronany  ·  · 
Photographic  (other  than  cinematographic)  cameros:  photographic  floahl ight  apparatus 
and  flashbulbs other than  discharge  ICil'f)s  of. heading  No  8539 
Cinematographic  ccmeroa  and  projectors, whether  or not  lnC:orporotlng  sound  recording 
or reproducing apparatus  . 
Image  projectora, other  than  cinematographic:  photographic  (other than  cinematographic) 
enlargers and  reduceru 
CCil'f)ound  optical microscopes,  lncludi119  those  for  photomicrography,  clnephotomlcrogrophy  I 
or mlcroprojectlon 
Microscopes  other than  optical microscopes:  diffraction apparatus 
Direction  finding compasses;  other navigational  Instruments  and  appliances 
Surveying  (Including photogrannetrlcal  surveying),  hydrographic,  oceanographic, 
hydrologlt:al, meteorological  or  geophysical  Instruments  and  appliances,  'xcludlng 
compasses;  rangeflnders 
Balances  cf a sensi tlvlty of  5 cg  of  bettor,  vii th or. whl tout  welgths  . 
Ports and  accoseorlos (not  specified or  Included  elsewhere  In  this chapter)  for 
machines,  'lppltancea,  Instrument. or apparatus of  Chapter  90 
. Clocks  and  watches  and  ports thereof,  excluding products montlonned  in  Port  1 
Musical  Instruments;  parts and  accessories of  such articles  ,  excluding products 
mentlonned  In  Part 1 
Mattress  supports:  articles of  bedding  and  similar furnishing  (for example.  mattresses, 
quilts,  eiderdowns,  cushions,  pouffea and  pillows)  fitted with  springs or stuffed or. 
Internally fitted with any  material  or of  cellular rubber  or plastics, whether  or not-
covered  · 
Lamps  and  lighting fittings  including  searchlights and  spotlights and  parts thereof, 
not  elsewhere  specified or  included;  illuminated signa,  Illuminated nome-plates  and  the 
like,  having  a pennonently  fixed  light source,  and  porta  thereof  not  elsewhere specified 
or Included ·a. code 
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Non-Sene it  lve products 
Deacrlptlon of 900ds 
Salt; sulphur;  earths and  atone:  plastering materlala,  lime  and  cement 
Mineral  fuels, mineral  otla and p~ta  of  their dlatlllatlon; bituminous substances; 
mineral  WOlCeS  ·  · 
Inorganic chemlcala:  organic or  Inorganic campoundl  of· precious metala,  of  rare-earth· 
metala,  of  radioactive element• or of  laotopea,  excluding products mentioned  In 
Porta 1 or 2  · 
Orvanlc chanlcala, excluding products mentioned  In Parte 1 or 2 
Phannac:eutlcal  products,  excluding producta mentioned  In Part 1 
Animal  or vegetable fertilizers, whether or not mixed  t09ether or chemically treated; 
fertilizers produced by  the mixing or chemical  treatment  of animal  or vegetable 
producta 
Tanning or dyeing extracte:  tannins and. thai r· clerlvotlvea; dyes,  pl9'ft'C'to ond other 
colouring matter; paints and  vamlahea; putty and either maatlcs;  lnke,  excluding 
products mentioned  In Part 2 
Esaentlal olio and  reelnolda; perfumery,  canetlc or toilet preparations 
Soap,  organic surfa~tlve 09ents, washing preparations,  lubricating preparations, 
art lflclal waxes,  prepared waxes,  polishing or acaurlng preparations, candles and 
. similar artlct ..  ,  modelling pa.teo,  "dental  waxes"  and  dental  preparations wl th a  b!Jsla 
of plaster 
Albunlnoldal  eubetaneea; modified etarchea;  glues;  en~e.  excluding products 
mentioned  in Parte 1 or 2,  and  product nunbere 3502  10 91,  3502  10 99,  3505  10,  3505  20 
3505.20,  and  3523 60 
E~loeives; pyrotechnic  products; matches;  pyrophorlc alloys;  certoi~ combustible 
p reparot I  on a 
Photographic or cinematographic goode 
Mlacellan- chemical  products,  excluding product& mentioned  In  Ports 1  or 2,  and 
product  nunber 3823 60 
Plastics and articles thereof,  excluding products 'mentioned  In  Parts 1 or 2 
Rubber  and artlcl .. thereof,  excluding products ment laned  In  Partai  1 or 2 
Saddlery and  hornese  for any  animal  (Including traces,  lecids,  knee  pods,  muzzles,  saddle 
cloths,  uoddle  ba9s,  d09  coats and  the  I ike),  of any  material  ·. · 
Articles of  gut  (other thori  eilkwonn gut),  of goldbeater's akin,  of  bladders or of 
tendons 
Fureklns and  ortlflclol  fur;  manufactures  thereof 
Wood  and  articles of wood; 
Cork  and  articles of cork 
Paper and  paperboard; articles of paper pulp,  of paper or of  paperboard 
Printed books,  newspapers,  pictures and  other products of  the printing  Industry; 
monuacrlpta,  typescripts and  plana,  exeludlng products  mentioned  ln. Parts 1 or 2 
Headgear  an<l  parts thereof 
Prepared feathers and  down  and articles made  of  feathers or of down;  artificial 
flowers;  articles of  human  hair  . 
Articles of  atone, plaater, cement,  asbestos, mica a·r  similar materials 
Natural  or cultured pearls,  precious or  semi-precious stones,  precious metals, metals 
clod with precious metal,  and articles thereof;  Imitation jewellery;  coin,  excluding 
products mentlonned  In  Port 2  ·  .  ' 
Iron and  steel,  excluding products mentloneed  In Port  1 
Sheet piling of  iron or steel, whether or not drilled, punched or made  fran assembled 
elements;  welded  angles,  shapes and  sect ions •. of  I ron  or steel 
Railway  or  trat~W<~y track construction material  of  Iron or steel,  the  foll<lWI'ng:  rails, 
check-rolls and  rock  ralls,  switch blades,  crossing frogs,  point  rods  and other crossing 
pieces,  aleepera  (croaa-tles),  flah-plotea,  choirs,  chair-wedges,  sole plates (bose  · 
plates),  rail  clips,  bedplatea,  ties and  other material  specialized for  jointing or 
fixing  rolla  · 
Tubes,  pipes anci  hollow profiles,  seamless,  of  Iron  (other than cast  Iron) or steel 
Other  tubes and pipeo (for example,  welded,  riveted or similarly closed);  having 
Internal  and external cl rcular cr0&8-88Ctlone,  the external  dlaneter of. which  exceeds 
406,4 nm,  of  I ron  or steel  .  ·  ·  •  ·. 
Other  tubes,  pipes and hollow profiles·(for example,  open  seam  or welded,  riveted or 
similarly clollled),  of  I ron  or steel  · 
Structures (excluding  pr.efobrlcoted buildings of heading No  9406)  and  ports of 
structures (for example  bridges end  brl~e-eectlons,  lock-got88,  towers,  lattice masts, 
rcofe,  roofing frameworks,  doora and  wlndal!te  and  theIr franes and  thresholdo  for doors, 
ehuttora,  boluetrodos, pillars and  columns)  of  Iron or steel; plates,  rods,  angles, . 
'lhapes,  sect lono,  tubes and  the  like,  prepared for use  In  structures  •.  of  I ron  or steel Port 3  (cont 'd) 
04 code 
7313  00  00 
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7316  00 00 
7317 
QW>TER  75 
QW>TER  80 
ex'QW>TER  84 
ex QW>TER  85 
·'  QW>Tm  86 
8701 
8710  00 00 
8713 
QW>TER  88 




''  9406 00 
OW'TER  95 
QW>TER  96 
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Description of  goods 
Barbed wire of  Iron or steel;  twisted hoop  or single flat wire  .•  barbed or not,  and 
loose·ly  twisted double wire,  of  a  kind  used  for  fencing,  of  iron  or steel 
Cloth (l·ncludlng endless bands),  gril'l, netting and  fencing,  of  iron  or steel  wire; 
elq)onded metal  of  ·1 ron ·or  stee·r 
Anchors,  grapne'ls and ports thereof,  of  Iron  or steel 
Nolls,  -t11cks,  drawing p·lns,  corrugated nails,  staples. (other  than  those  of  heading 
No  8305)  and  similar articles, of  l ron  or steel, whether or not  wl th heads  of  other 
material,  but excluding such articles with heads  of  copper  · 
Nickel  and  artlcl·ea thereof 
Tin  and articles thereof 
Nuclear react·ors,  boilers, machl·nery  and mechanical  appliances;  parts thereof. 
excluding prodllf:ts  mentfoned  In  Parts 1 or 2 
Electrlca~ machinery and  equipment  and parts thereof;  sound  recorders and  reproducers, 
television  Image  and 110und  recorders and  reproducers,  and  porta and accessories 
-of  euch articles, exc'ludlng products mentioned  In Ports 1 or 2 
·  Railway or tranway  locomotives,  rolling-stock and ports thereof;  rot lwoy  or tranway 
track fixtures and  fittings and  parts thereof; mechanical  (including electro-
mecbanical)  traffic signalling equlpement  of all  kinds 
Tractors (other than  tractors of  heading  No  8709) 
Tonks  and other annoured fighting vehicles, motorized, whether or not fitted with 
.apans, and parts of  such vehicles 
Invalid carri'Ciges,  whether or not motorized or otherwise mechanical ty propelled 
Aircraft,  8pOC&cr-aft,  and parts thereof 
Opth:ol,  photographic,  cinematographic,  measuring,  checking,  precision, medical  or 
-aurglca1  lnstrunents and apparatus;  ports and accessories thereof,  excluding products 
ll*!tloned  l n Porta 1 or 2 
Secsta {other than those of 'No  9<C02},  whether  or not  convertlble  Into 'beds,  and parts 
the·reof  · 
Uedlcal.  aurg'lcal,  dental  or veterinary  furntture  (for ex~le, operating tables, 
exanlnat ion  tables,  h08pl tal  beds with mechanlco.l  f ltUnga,  clen.t late' chat ra):  barbers' 
chairs and  alnillar chat ra,  having ·rotating as well  as both  reclining and  elevating . 
movements:  part·s of  the  foregoing articles 
Other furniture and  parts thereof 
Prefobrlcated buildings  .  . 
Toys,  .games  and  &parts  requisltea; parts and  accessories  thereof 
Miscellaneous manufactured articles 
11 AM£)( Il 
Port 1 
List of  sectors and  coutrlea referred to  In  article 4 
0-l  code  Description of goods  Co~ntrles 
concerned 





Chemicals excluding fertilizers  China  (1) 
OW'TER  30 
OW'TER  32 
QWf1ER 33 
~34 
OW'TER  35 
~36 
OW'TER  37 
OW'TER  38 




Chile  (1) 
OiAP1EftS  39 AN) 40  Plastics and  rubber  South Korea 
Malaysia 
· Tt10lland 




~42AN>43  Articles of  leather and  furskins  China 
SoUth  Korea 




DW'TERS  44 TO  46  Wood  Malaysia 
Indonesia 
DW'TERS  47  TO  49  Paper  Brazil  (1) 
QW»TERS  50 TO  60  Textiles  South Korea 
Indio 
Pakistan 
OfAPTERS  61  TO  63  Clothing  Sauth Korea 
Hong  Kong 
Malaysia 
Tholl  and 
Macao 
China  (1) 





aw»TERS  88 TO  70  Glasa and  cercnlc product.  China (1) 




(1)  Application of aolldarlty mechanln Annex  II  (cont 'd)  - 2.-'L-




2701  11  ECSC  products  sOuth Korea 
2701  12  Brazil  ·'  2701  19  Mexico  ... 
2701  20  Kazalcl1stcm,  2702  10  Russia. 
2702  20 
2704 00 19 
2704 00 30 
7201 
7202  11  .. 




7ZJ7.11  11 
7ZJ7  12  10 
7ZJ7  19  11 
7ZJ7 19 31  . 
7ZJ7 20 11 
7ZJ7 20 32  ; 
. 7ZJ7 20 51 












7220  11 
7220  12-
7220 20 10, 
7220 90 31 
7221  . 
7222  10 
7222  30 10 
7222  40 11 
7222 40 19 
7224  10 




7228  10 
7228  20 
7228  30 
7228.  60 '1 o_ 
7228  70 
7228  80 
7301 
7302 




7217  China 
7223 
· 7303 to 7326 
.,. 
QWITERS  74-10 83 
'· 
QW»1£RS  84  TO  85  . Electro mechanical  equipment  South Korea . 
·•.  Singapore 
8470  Consumer• electronics  South Korea 
8471  Hong  Kong 
8473  ,. 
'·  Singapore 
8504  Malara Ia 
8505 
8517 
8518 Anne~ II  (cont'd) 

















8540  11 
.  asco  12 
8541 
8542 
OW"TER  87 
•'OW"TER  88 
OW"TER  88 
OW"TER  89 
QW>TERS 90 TO  92 
QW>TERS 94  TO  96 
Description of  goods 
Consumers  electronics (cont'd) 
Vehicles 
Transport equipment 





Brazil  (1) 







Identification of countries and  sectors  referred to  in Article 4 
I.  Clossificotion of beneficiary countries by  development  index 
The  development  Index  represents  each  country's  overall  level  of  Industrial  development  compared  with  that  of  the 
European  lklion.  It  is  based  on  the  following  formula,  which  Ca'llbines  pe·r  capita  incane  with  the  level  of 
manufactured  e~orts: 
2 
in which: 
Y1  •  the beneficiary country's  Income 
Y  · •  the European Union's  Income 
~~ •  the beneficiary country's population 
fl(peu •  the population of  the European Union 
Xt  •  the value of  the beneficiary country's manufactured  e~rts 
Xeu  •  the value of the European Union's monufoctured exports 
Using  this  formula,  on  Index  of  0  means  the  beneficiary's  level  of  Industrial  development  Ia  equal  to  that  of  the 
European  lkllon  •.  Figures  for  Income  and  population  ore  token  fran World  Bank -statistics  (World  Development  Report 
1993)  and  those ·for manufactured exports  fran.the  UNCTAD  Handbook  of- International  Trade  ond  Devel~t Stotlatlcs 
1992.  . 
II.  Claaatflcatlon of  beneficiary countrlea by  relative sectoral  epeclollzotlon  Index 
A.  beneficiary country's apeclallzotlon  Index  Ia  derived  fran  the  relationship  between  the proportion  of  i11'9orls"ln  a 
det!lrmlned  sector  cOming  fran  this country  within  the  total  anount .of  Cannunlty  i11'9orts  In  this  lector,  on  the  one 
hand,  and on  the other anount,  this country's share proportion of  the  total Cannunlty  l11'9orts. 
Ill.~- eai.b.lnlng  the development  and  epeclollzot  ion  Indexes 
~  ·.•  ,'  . 
The  combination of  these  two  Indexes determines how  Article 4 will  be applied  to each beneficiary country.· 
For c:o'untrle.s  w.ith  o  development  Index  greater  than -1, Article 4  will  opply when  the  specialization  index  equals or 
exceeds  1. 
For  countries  with  o  development  index  between  -1  and  -1.23,  Article  4  wi II  apply  when  the  special i zot ion  index 
equals or exceeds 1.5. 
For ..  countrlea with  o  development  index  between  -1.23  and  -1.70,  Article  4  will  apply  when  the  specialization  index 
equals or exceeds s. 
For :countries  with  a  development  index  between  -1.70  and  -2,  Article  4  wi II  apply  when  the  specialization  index 
equals or exceeds 7. 
Article 4 will  not  apply to countries with a  development  index of  less than -2. 
rv.  ·Solidarity Measure 
·;"rtlcle 4  also  q~plles to countries whose  e~orts to  the Ccmnunlty  of products covered by  GSP  In  a  detennlned  sector 
exceed a  quart"er of  the  total  e~orts fran all  beneficiary countries to the Cannunlty  in  that sector. 
'1.  Exception to the Solldorlty Measure 
. 'rtlcle 4  does  not  q~ply  to  countries whose  exports  to  the  Cannunlty  of  products  covered  by  GSP  In  o  <letennined 
leCtor do not exceed 2 ll: of  the total  e~orts fran oil  beneficiary countries  to._ the Cannunity  In  that sector.  ·· NI£X III 
Lfat of beneficiary countrfea and terrftorlea  enJo,lng veneralfl&d tariff preferencea(1) 
· 070 Albanle 







cml  Kazalchatan 
080 Turkmenlatan 
'081  Uzbekletan 
082 Taj lid stan 
083 Kyrgyzstan 
091  Slovenia 
092 CrOCitle 




· 2US  Libya 
210  Egypt (2) 
224  SUdan 
· 228 Mauritania  (2) 
232 Moll  (2) 
236 Burkina Faso (2) 
240 Niger (2) 
244 Q1od  (2) 
247 Republic of Cope Verde  (2) 
248 Senegal 
'252·Gambla  (2)  . 
257 Guinea Bissau  (2) 
200 Guinea  (2)  ·· 
264 Sierra Leone  (2) 
268 Liberia (2) 
272  Ivory OO.at 
. 278  Chana 
280 Togo  (2) 
284 Benin (2) 
288 Nigeria 
302 Ccmeroon 
306 Central African Republic  (2) 
310.Equatorial  Guinea  (2) 
311'S5o Tom6  and  Prrnclpe  (2) 
314 Goban 
318 Congo 
322 Zoi re (2) 
A.  ltllEPEM)ENf  co.JonRlES 
324 Rwonda  (2) 
328 Burundi  (2) 
330 Angola 
354 Ethiopia (2) 
336 Erythrfe 
338 DJibouti  (2). 
342 Sallallo (2) 
346  Kenya 
360 Uganda  (2) 
352 Tanzania (2) 
355 Seychlll11 and  clependenc les 
388 Mozanblque  (2) 
370 Madogascar  (2) 
373 t.laur I tl  us 
375 Canoree  (2) 
378 Zanbla (2) 
382 z  lmbabwe 
386 Malawi  (2) 
388 South Africa 
389  Ncmibla 
;,Q1  Bot  IIWCIIIG  (2) 
31113  SIGz II and 
395 Leeotho  (2) 
412 Mexlco 
418 Guatanala 
421  Belize 
424 Honduras 
428  El  Salvador 
432 Nicaragua 
436 Costa Rica 
442 Panana 
448 Cuba 
449  Soint-Kitts-et-Nevis 
452Holtl  (2) 
453 Bohanas 
456  Damlnican  Republic 
459  Ant I  guo  and Barbuda 
460 Damlnica 
464 Janalca 
465 St Lucia 
467 St VIncent 
469  Barbados 
472 Trinidad and Tobago 
473  Grenada  (3) 




500 Ecuador  (3) 
504 Peru (3) 
508 Brazil 
512 Chile 
516 BalI  via (3) 
520 Paraguay 
524 Uruguay 
528 Argent lne 
600 Chypre 
CI04  Lebanon 
608 Syria 
612  Iraq 
618  Iran 
·  828 Jordan 




847 united Arab Emiratee 
649 Onan 
653 Y81*1  (2) 
660 Afghanietan  (2) 
682 Pakistan 
684  Indio 
66CI  Bangloclelh  (2) 
887 Y:lldlves (2) 
668 Sri  Lanka 
872 Nepal  (2) 
675 Bhutan  (2). 
676 Bunno  {lotyanmor)  (2) 
680 Thailand 
· 684 laos (2) 
690 Vletnan 
696 l<crl1>ucheo  (Canbodio)  (2) 
700  Indonesia 
701  Malaysia 
703 Brunei  Oorussolc:rn 
706  Slngq>ore 
708 Philippines 
718 Mongolle 
· · 720 China 
728  South Korea 
801  Papua New  Guinea 
'  803 Nauru 
806 Solanan  lllonds  (2) 
807 Tuvalu  (2) 
812 Kiribati  (2) 
815 Fiji 
816 Vanuatu  (2) 
. 817 Tango  (2) 
819 Western Samoa  (2) 
823 federated States of Mlcronfsla 
824 Republl c  of  the t.la rsha  II  lsi  ands 
(t)  The  code nunber preceding the nc:rne  of each beneficiary coountry  Is that given  ''Geonc:rnenclature"  (Regulation  (EC) 
No  •••••  /94 (OJ  No  L  .... /94.  p.  ). 
(2)  This country Is also  Included  In Annex  IV 
(3)'  .Thill  country  Ia olao  Including  In  Annex V - l6 -
B.  CClHIRIES  AN>  lEJtUIUUES 
dependent or achlnlstered. or for whose  external  relations......,_, States of  the 
Ccxmu\lty or thlnl countries ore 11holly or part\y reeponalble 
044 Gibraltar 
329 St Helena  and St Helena dependencies 
J57 British Indian. Ocean Territory 
m. Mayotte 
·  406 Greenland 
·408 St·Pierre and Mlquelon 
413  Bermuda 
446. Anguilla 
454 Turks and Calcos  Islands 
<457  VI rgln  Islands of  the lkllted States 
461  British VIrgin  Islands and  WOntserrat 
463 Cayman  lsi  ends 
474 Aruba 
478 Nstherlands Anti Ilea 
529  Falkland Islands 
740 Hong  Kong 
743. Macao  .  ' 
1102 Australia Oceanl9
1
rChrfsbaaa Island, Cocos  (Keeling)  Islands, Heard  lsiGnda  and  Me  Donald] 
810 American Oceania\ 1 
809  NeW  Caledonia and clependencies 
811  Wall Ia and Futuna  Islands 
813 Pitcairn 
. 814 New  Zealcr~d Oceania  (Tokelau and Niue  Islands: Cook  Islands) 
822 french Polynesia 
[ 
f"rwndl  Southern and Antartlc Terltorles 
. 890 Polar regions  Australian Antarctic Territories 
Brltlah  Antarctic Territories, South Georgia and Sandwich  Islands 
lobte  :  . The  above  lists fN71  be  emended  aubsequently  to  take  account  of  changes  in  the  international  status  of 
-ountries or territories. 
098  Ter.rltory of  the former Yugoslav Republic 
of Macedonia 
C.  Oll£R BEIUICIARIES 
(1)  American  Oceania  Jnchldea  Gucn,  lmerlcon Sanoa  (Including SWain's  Island),  Mldwcly  Islands,  Johnston  and  Sand 
Islands, Wake  Islands -'2..1-- . 
AN£X IV 
List of  least-developed developing countries 
224 St.Jdan 
228 Mauritania 
232  Mall 
236  Burkina Faso 
2-40  Niger 
244 a.ad 
247  Republic of Cape Verde 
252  Gcmbla 
'J51  Qllnea Blsaau 
2.60 Qllnea 




306 Central  African Republic 
310  Equatorial Guinea 







342  Sanalla 
NI£XV 
350 Uganda 
· 352 Tanzania 
366 MaZCIIIbt que 
370 Maclogascar 
375  Oamores 
378  laftbla 
386 Mill awl 
391  Botswana 
395 Lssotho 





m  Nepal 
675 Bhutan 
676 Burma  (Myanmar) 
684 Laos 
e86  ~uchea  (Ccmbodia) 
806  1  les Salomon 
PJJ7  Tuvalu 
812 Kl rlbot I 
8t6 Vanuatu 
·  817  Tonga 
SUI  Western s.-










:  .. 




.4408  20  ·.· 
44t2  TT  00 
44T~ 00  TO 
4419  00 10 
ex 4420 
'ex 9401  50 00 
ex 9401  61 . 00 
ex 9403 30 
ex 9403 40 
ex 9403 50 
ex 9403 60 
ex 9403 90 ·30 
-2.\-
Nf£X VI 
list of products referred to In ortlcle 7 
Descrlpt ion  of  goods 
F"uel  wood,  In  logs,  In billets,  In  twigs,  In faggots or  iri. simi lor forms;  wood.  in chips 
or particles; sawdust  and wood  woilte  and  scrap, whether or not  ogglaneroted  in  logs, 
briquettes, pellets or similar forms·: 
-Of the  fol towing  tropical woods  :  ··  . 
--Doi'k red!JMironti,  light  redmerant.l.  merontl  bokou,  white  IGuon,  whitemeronti,white 
aeroya, yellow merantl, alan,  kerulng,  r1111ln,  kapur,  leak,  jonngkong,  merbou,  jelutong 
and kenpos  · 
-- OkGUM  obeche,  sopelll, alpo,  ocojou d'Afrlque, makor<f;  I roko,  ti11110,  mansonia.·  i lanbo 
diWtou,  I lmbo  and azoW 
--Baboon, mahogany  (91rletenlo opp.),  lmbula  and  boleo 
Veneer aheete and  sheets  for plywood  (whether  or not .spliced)  and  other wood  sawn 
lengthwise,  sliced or peeled, whether or not planed,  sanded or finger-jointed,  of  a 
thickness not  exceeding 6  mm  : 
-Of the  following  tropical  woods  :dark red merantl,  light  red meranti,  white  louon, 
sipo,  limbo,  okouni,  oWch6,  acaJou d'Afrlque,  sopelll,  boboen,  mahogany  (Swietenia' 
app.},  pollssondre du Brazil  and bois de  rose femelle 
Plywood,  veneered panels and  similar  laninoted wood  :  · 
- Plywood consisting solely of sheets of wood, 'each ply not exceeding ·6  mm  thickness  : 
·  -·-With at  least one  outer ply of  the following tropical· woods  :  dark  red 
merantl,  light  red merontl, white  lauon; slpo,.  limbo,  okoun6,  obeche,  ocajou 
d'Afrlque,  sapelll,  baboon,  mahogany  (Swletenla app.),  pallssandre du Brazil. or 
bois de  rose  fane! le 
Wooden  frames  for paintings,  photographs.  mirrors or similar objects  : 
- Of  trap leal  wood 
Tableware  and  kitchenware,  of wood  : 
- Of  tropical  wood 
Wood  mar.quetry and  Inlaid wood  ;  caskets and cases for  jewellery or cutlery,  and  simi l~r 
articles, of wood;  statuettes and  other ornaments,  of wood;  wooden  articles of  furnitures 
not  fa! I ing  In  CfW>TER  94  · 
"  -Seats of cone,  osier,  bamboo  or  simi lor ~terials 
- ~holstered 
f"umiture of  tropical  wood  : 
-Wooden  furniture of  a  kind used  In  offices 
-Wooden furniture of o  kind  In  the kitchen 
-Wooden  furniture of a  kind used  ·In  tho bedroan 
-other 
- Parts,  of  tropical  wood - 2~}-
Annex  VII 
List  of  countries  with  a  per  capita  GNP  of  over  USD  6  000  In  1991 
.(based on  data  supplied by  the World Bank): 
Hong  Kong 
Singapore 
South  Korea 








Nauru Annex  VIII 
Factors  to be  taken  Into  consideration for  the purposes of 
Art lcle  14(3) 
reduction  In  the market  share of  COmmunity  producers; 
- reduct ion. In  theIr product ion; 
Increase  In  their stocks; 
- closure of  their production capacity; 
- bankruptcies; 
low.  profitability; 
low  rate of capacity utilization; 
- employment; 
- trade; 
- price~. FINANCIAL  STATEMENT:  INDUSTRIAL  PRODUCTS 
It  is  not  easy  to  arrive  at  a  precise  figure  for  the  financial  impact 
of  the  generalized  tariff  preferences  gran~ed to  developing  countries 
because  of: 
the  root-and-branch overhaul  of  the scheme; 
rules of  origin which.  given  the  structure of  the  productive sector 
In  developing countries.  cannot  always  be  complied with  In  full; 
incomplete  take-up  of  preferential  concessions. as  a  result  of  lack 
of  lnformat I  on  or.  where  the  norma I  rate  of  duty  Is  tow.  lack  of 
economic  Incentive; 
a  possible  unquantlflable  Increase  In  take-up ·as  a  result  of  the 
scheme's slmpl lflcatlon. 
Given  the  existence of  these  factors  the  total  value of  the  offer  open 
as  of  1  January  w  II 1  not  exact 1  y  match  a  gIven  year's  preferent I  a I 
Imports  at  31  December. 
Total  Industrial  Imports  In  19921  from  developing  countrieswhlch  w1·11 
be  GSP  beneflclar les  In  1995  suggest  that  the 'overat I  GSP  offer  for 
1995 would  be  worth  ECU  26.8 billion. 
The  weighted  average  rate  of  CCT  customs  duty  applicable  to·  the 
products  concerned  Is  between  5.5%  and  6%.  and  customs  revenue  forgone 
as  a  result  of  the  application  of  the  Community's  GSP  scheme  In  1995 
can  therefore  be  estimated  at  someth lng  between  ECU  1.47  mil I ion  and 
ECU  1.60 million. 
As  accurate  figures  for  Imports  from  the CIS  countries  In  1992 are  not 
available.  we  have  used  the  figures  for  1993  (eleven months  January  to 
November). -A-
94/ 0210(ACC) 
PROPOSAL  FOR  A COUNCIL  REGULATION  (EC)  No 
EXTENDING  INTO  1995  THE  APPLICATION  OF  REGULATIONS  (EEC) 
No  3833/90,  (EEC)  No  3835/90  AND  (EEC)  No  3900/91  APPLYING 
GENERAL I  ZED  .. 
'TARIFF  PREFERENCES  IN  RESPECT  OF  CERTAIN  AGRICULTURAL  PRODUCTS 
ORIGINATING  IN  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty establishing  the  European  Community,  and  in 
particular Article 113, 
Having  regard  to the  proposal  from  the Commission, 
Having  regard to the opinion of  the  European  Parllament1, 
Having  regard  to the opinlon.of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee,2 
Whereas  wIthIn  the  context  of  the  UnIted  Nat Ions  Conference  on  Trade 
.and  Development  (UNClAD),  the  European  Community  ·offered  to  grant 
tariff preferences on  certain agricultural  products of  Chapters  1  to  24 
of  the  COmmon  Customs  Tariff  which  originate  In  developing ·countries; 
whereas  the  preferential  treatment  proposed  In  the  offer  consists,  in 
respect  of  certain  goods  which  are  subject  to  tile  .trade  arrangements 
l.ald  down  In  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3033/80,3 of  a  reduction  in  the  fixed 
component  of  the  charge  applicable  to  such  goods· by  virtue  of  that 
Regulation,  and,  In  respect of  products which  are subject  to  the single 
customs  duty,  of  a  reduction  In  such  duty;  whereas  preferential  Imports 
of  the  products  concerned  should  be  effected  in  general  without 
Quantitative restrictions; 
Whereas  the positive role played  by  this system  In  Improving  access  for 
developing  countries  to  the  markets  of  the  preference-giving  countries 
was  recognized  at  the  ninth  session of  the  UNCTAD  Special  Committee  on 
Preferences;  whereas  it  was  there  agreed  that  the  objectives  of  the 
system  of  genera II zed  preferences  wou I d  not  be· fu I·, y  achieved  by. the 
end  of  1980,  that  conseQuently  it  should  be  prolonged  beyond  the 
Initial  period,  as an  overal I  review  of  the system  was  started  in  1990; 
Whereas  the  part  of  the  Community's  scheme.of  generalized  preferences 
covering  industrial  products  is  the  subject  of  a  regulation  applicable 
for  three  years  and  based  on  the  ten-year  guidelines  adopted  by  .·the' 
Community;  whereas,  in  view  of  the  special  problems  relating  to  the 
Implementation  of  the  results  of  the  Uruguay  Round  for  the  products 
referred  to  In  this  Regulation,  it  appears  unlikely  that  a  regulation 
based  on  the  new.  ten-year  guidelines  for  these  products  can  be 
envisaged  before  the  end  of  1995;  whereas,  therefore,  the  current 
scheme  for  agricultural  products should  be  temporarily renewed,  subJect 
to certain  Improvements,  pending  the  Introduction of a  new  agricultural 
scheme  on  1  January  1996; 
Whereas  countries  undertaking  effective  programmes  to  combat  drug 
production and  trafficking should,  however,  remain entitled to  the more 
favourable  arrangements granted  them  under  the  ·  · 
1  OJ  No  L  ••• ,  ••• ,  p.  • •. 
2  OJ  No  L •.. ,  ..• ,  p ..•. 
3  OJ  No  L 323,  29.11.1980,  p. ·1. previous  scheme;  whereas  the  countries  concerned,  together  with 
Venezuela  except  In  respect  of  f lsher  le~  products,  Will  therefore 
continue  to enJoy  duty-free access; 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
RegulatIons  (EEC)  No  3833/90,  (EEC)  No  3835/90  and  {EEC)  No  3900/91 
applying  generalized  tariff  preferences  In  respect  of  certain 
agricultural  products  originating  In  developl.ng  countries  shall  apply 
. mutatis mutandis  from  ·1  January  1995  to  31  December  1995. 
References  In  the  Regulations  mentioned  In  the· first  subparagraph  to 
specIfIc  dates  In  1991  and  1992  sha 1 1  be  taken  to  refer  to  the  same 
dates  In  1995 or  1996  respectively. 
Article 2 
. The  fIrst  subparagraph  of  Art lc  le  1(4) . of  Regu I at ion  No  3833/90  is 
':'replaced  by  the  following  text:  "In order.to  be  admitted  under  one  of 
the  preferential  arrangements  established  by  this Regulation,  products 
must  comply  with  a  definition of origin adopted  In  accordance  with. the 
procedure  laid· down  In  Article 249  of  council  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  2913/92 establishing  the  COmmunity  Customs  code."1 · 
Article 3 
Article  3  of Regulation  CEEC)  No  3835/90  is amended·  as  follows: 
"Article 3  . 
From  1  January  1995  and  unti I  31  December  1995, 
1.  cOmmon  CUstoms  Tariff duties shall  be  totally suspended  for  products 
originating  In Bolivia,  COlombia,  Ecuador,  Peru and  Venezuela  I isted  in 
the  Annex  to  this  Regulation.  Article  1(4)  and  Articles  7  to  12  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3833/90  shall,  without  prejudice  to  the  levying of 
any  supplementary  duties  that  may  apply,  apply  to  those  countries  and 
to  the  products  1 t'sted  in  the  Annex  to·  thIs  Regu I at 1  on.  However, 
Venezuela  shall  not  qualify  for  the  preferences  applicable  to  the 
products of  Chapter  3  and  codes  CN  1604  and  1605.  In  respect  of  these 
products  It shall  continue  to  qualify  for  the -Preferences  referred  to 
,In Annex  II  to Regulation  CEEC)  No  3833/90. 
2.  Bolivia,  COlombia,  Ecuador,  Peru  and  Venezuela.  shall  be  withdrawn 
·from  the  list of  countries  given  In  Annex  Ill  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
3833/90." 
Article 4 
The  following  paragraph  Is  added  to  Art lcle  7  of  RegulatIon  (EEC)  No 
3833/90: 
OJ  No  L  253,  11.10.1993,  p.  1. - '1,-
"2.  For  products  of  CN  code  0603  10  or lgl.nat lng  in  the  countri'es 
referred  to  In  Art·icle  3  of  Regulation  CEEC>  No  3835/90,  the .quantity 
referred  to  in  paragraph  1  above  is  the  volume  of  expo~ts from  one  of 
the··  countr les  In  quest ion  to  the  Community  which  corresponds  to  the 
highest  of'  the  four  years  preceding  the  entry  in~o  force  of  this 
~egulation  .... 
Article 5 
In  Annex  I I  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3833/90,  the .rate of  duty  shall  be 
reduced  to zero  for  products of order  numbers  52.1770,  52.1840,  52.1920 · 
and  52.1930,  to  4%  for  products of order  number  52.0520  and  to  25%  for 
products of order  number  52.3790. 
P;roducts  of  code.  numbers  52.2350  and  52.2420  shall  be·  removed  from 
Annex  11.  ' 
Article 6 
This  Regulation.sball  enter  Into  force  on  1  January  1995  and  shall  be 
appll~able for one year. 
ThIs  Regu fation  sha II  be  binding  in  f.ts  entirety  and  dt.rect ly 
appHcable  fn au Member  states. 
Done  at Brussels  •.  For  the Counc II 
The  President 